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SEPTEMBER NEW RELEASES

Transcription
A Novel
by Kate Atkinson
Read by Fenella Woolgar

Ten years after she was recruited as a 
spy, Juliet Armstrong presumes the 
events of those years are in the past. 
But a different war is being fought 
now, and she finds herself once 
more under threat. She finally begins 
to realize that there is no action 
without consequence.

• Print run: 150,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Atkinson receives consistent, strong praise from major publications 
and readers alike

• Atkinson’s Life after Life has sold over 500,000 copies and was a  
Costa Novel Award winner

“A wonderful novel about making choices, failing to make 
them, and living, with some degree of grace, the lives our 

choices determine for us.”
—Booklist (starred review)

Field of Bones
A Brady Novel of Suspense
The Joanna Brady Mysteries, Book 18
by J. A. Jance
Read by Hillary Huber

Sheriff Joanna Brady’s best 
intentions to stay on maternity leave 
take a hit when a serial homicide 
case rocks Cochise County, dragging 
her into a far-reaching investigation 
to bring down a relentless killer.

• Print run: 250,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• J. A. Jance’s books have sold more than fifteen million copies

• Jance is active on Facebook and Twitter, with over 15,000 followers 
combined

• The rest of the Joanna Brady series and other books by Jance are also 
available

• Author website: JAJance.com

“Crackles with tension.”
—Publishers Weekly on Desert Heat

When the Lights 
Go Out
by Mary Kubica

Jessie Sloane applies to college after 
years of caring for her ailing mother. 
But her social security number raises 
a red flag, exposing a shocking 
detail putting Jessie at the center of 
a bizarre mystery. Unable to sleep, 
Jessie questions everything she 
knows until she can’t tell what’s real.

• Print run: 250,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Mary Kubica’s The Good Girl has sold over a million copies

• Kubica is active on Facebook and Twitter with over 14,000 followers 
combined

• Will appeal to fans of Gillian Flynn, Tana French, and Heather Gudenkauf

“Will keep you questioning everything—and everyone—
until the riveting conclusion. A twisty, captivating, edge-

of-your-seat read.”
—Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author

An Absolutely 
Remarkable Thing
A Novel
by Hank Green

Early one morning, twenty-three-year-
old April May stumbles across a giant 
sculpture, resembling a Transformer 
wearing samurai armor. She and her 
friend film a video of it, which quickly 
becomes a viral sensation, then leads 
her on a larger quest to find out how 
and why it’s there.

• Hank Green is an expert on popular Internet content, with his Youtube 
videos receiving more than two billion views

• Green is also a cofounder of VidCon, the world’s largest conference  
for the online video community

• Green frequently collaborates with his brother, John Green, a  
#1 New York Times bestselling author

“It’s good stuff. Fun and full of truth. To be honest, I’m a 
little irritated at how good the book is. I don’t need this 

kind of competition.”
—Patrick Rothfuss, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Historical
(cid6) 15 hours • 13 CD
LIB-CD 9781549145483 $118.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
(cmn1) 12 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9780062864956 $99.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological
(cq0h) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982543693 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982543716 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Coming of Age
(cktl) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525641780 $86.99
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John Woman
A Novel
by Walter Mosley

A convention-defying novel 
by bestselling writer Walter 
Mosley, John Woman recounts the 
transformation of an unassuming 
boy named Cornelius Jones into 
John Woman, an unconventional 
history professor, while the legacy of 
a hideous crime lurks in the shadows.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mosley is an inductee of the New York State Writers Hall of Fame and 
has won numerous awards

• Walter Mosley is one of the most versatile and admired writers in 
America today

• Mosley’s books have sold over 4.5 million copies worldwide

• Mosley has been working on this novel for twenty years, but its 
impulses feel particularly timely

“Mosley’s invigorating, staccato prose and understanding 
of racial, moral, and social subtleties are in full force.”

—Seattle Times on Known to Evil

Leverage in Death
An Eve Dallas Novel
The In Death Series, Book 47
By J. D. Robb
Read by Susan Ericksen

Lieutenant Eve Dallas must untangle 
the reason for an inexplicable act of 
terror, look at suspects inside and 
outside two major corporations, and 
determine whether the root of the crime 
lies in simple sabotage, or something 
far more complex and twisted.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Close to fourteen million copies of J. D. Robb’s books have been sold to date

• Robb has a huge fan base—her Facebook page has over 140,000 followers

• Author website: JDRobb.com

• National print publicity

• Online publicity

“Robb expertly ratchets up the suspense as the endgame 
approaches in this deadly chess match.”

—Publishers Weekly on Dark in Death

Flight or Fright
by various authors
Edited by Stephen King and  
Bev Vincent

Welcome to Flight or Fright, an 
anthology about all the things 
that can go horribly wrong when 
you’re suspended six miles in the air, 
hurtling through space at more than 
500 mph and sealed up in a metal 
tube with hundreds of strangers.

• Stephen King is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• This terrifying new anthology will have you thinking twice about how 
you want to reach your final destination

• Features brand new stories by Joe Hill and Stephen King

• Bev Vincent’s work has been nominated for the Edgar Award, the Bram 
Stoker Award (twice), and the ITW Thriller Award

• King is the author of more than fifty books, all of them worldwide bestsellers

• Many other books by Stephen King are also available

“An undisputed master of suspense and terror.”
—Washington Post, praise for Stephen King

Shadow Tyrants
The Oregon Files, Book 13
by Clive Cussler and Boyd Morrison
Read by Scott Brick

Two rival factions of the descendants 
of a small group of guards are 
fighting a mighty battle. Now it’s up 
to Cabrillo and his team of expert 
operatives to halt both groups’ 
destruction. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Filled with the flamboyant adventure, high-tech gadgetry, colorful 
villains, intricate plotting, and historical hooks that make Cussler’s 
books so popular

• National advertising

• National print campaign

• Online advertising

• Social media promotions

“Villainy on land, sea, and air—what more could an 
adventure fan ask for?”

—Associated Press, praise for the series

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Literary
(cq0l) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD LIB-CD 9781982544034 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781982544058 $29.95 PLWY 9781982562892 $64.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural
(cjss) 12 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9781536696936 $99.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Anthologies
(co07) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508265429 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Fiction / Action & Adventure
(cktk) 9 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525636328 $95.99
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Small Fry
A Memoir
by Lisa Brennan-Jobs

Lisa’s father, Steve Jobs, was a 
mythical figure rarely present in her 
life. When relations with her mother 
grew strained, Lisa hoped her father 
would become the parent she 
always wanted. Small Fry is Brennan-
Jobs’ poignant story of a childhood 
spent between two imperfect homes.

• A firsthand account of Lisa Brennan Job’s difficult relationship with her 
father, Apple founder Steve Jobs

• Small Fry also gives a vivid portrait of Palo Alto and the Bay Area during 
the first tech boom

• Brennan-Jobs has written for Vogue; O, The Oprah Magazine; the 
Southwest Review; the Massachusetts Review; and more

• Will appeal to fans of memoirs like The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls

“Compassionate, wise, and filled with finely- 
wrought detail, Small Fry is a wonder of a book,  
and Lisa Brennan-Jobs is a wonder of a writer.”

—Jamie Quatro, author of Fire Sermon

Hippie
by Paulo Coelho

Paulo, a young Brazilian man, 
and Karla, a Dutch woman in 
her twenties, share a journey of 
self-discovery aboard the “Magic 
Bus” as it travels from Amsterdam 
to Kathmandu in 1970. Paulo 
interweaves adventure, philosophy, 
and the true stories of his own life.

• New York Times bestselling author—The Alchemist being the longest 
running paperback on the list

• Will appeal to fans of Megan Abbott and Naguib Mahfouz

• Coelho’s books have been translated into eighty languages and sold  
in more than 170 countries

• Author website: PauloCoelhoBlog.com

• Major Facebook advertising campaign targeting Coelho’s two millions 
US fans

• Google search advertising campaign

“A novelist who writes in a universal language.”
—New York Times, praise for the author

Why Not Tonight
The Happily, Inc. Series, Book 3
by Susan Mallery

After a secret tore apart his family, 
Ronan fled his hometown for 
Happily Inc, but the sunny small 
town can’t fix his damaged heart. 
He won’t give in to his attraction for 
Natalie. Life may not be a fairy tale, 
but sometimes dreams do come true. 
Why not this one? Why not tonight?

• Print run: 800,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Mallery is active on Facebook and Twitter with over 130,000 followers 
combined

• Will appeal to fans of Nora Roberts, Robyn Carr, and Sherryl Woods

• Author website: SusanMallery.com

• Online advertising, including social media

• National media campaign

“Susan Mallery is one of my favorites.”
—Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author

A Forgotten Place
The Bess Crawford Mysteries, Book 10
by Charles Todd

The fighting has ended, but the 
war has left wounds that are still 
agonizingly raw. Battlefield Nurse 
Bess Crawford has been assigned to 
a clinic for amputees, and the Welsh 
patients worry her. When they are 
released, she fears that peace will do 
what war couldn’t—take their lives.

• Combined print run: 80,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Todd’s last Bess Crawford mystery, The Shattered Tree, won the Mary 
Higgins Clark Award

• Reviewers have heaped praise on the Bess Crawford books

• Author website: CharlesTodd.com

• National online advertising campaign

“A superb entry in a superb series…One of crime fiction’s 
most absorbing characters.”

—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author, on Racing the Devil

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
(cpnh) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982538651 $90.00 MP3-CD 9781982538675 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Biographical
(cqi8) 10 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984839015 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary
(celq) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538517345 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781538517352 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
(ciep) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982552657 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982552671 $39.99
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Accessory to War
The Unspoken Alliance between 
Astrophysics and the Military
by Neil deGrasse Tyson and Avis Lang

This fascinating foray into the 
millennia-long relationship between 
science and military power examines 
how the methods and tools of 
astrophysics have been enlisted in 
the service of war.

• Neil deGrasse Tyson is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The global threat posed by the accelerated development of nuclear 
capability makes this a shockingly timely and important work

• Will appeal to fans of Steve Coll’s New York Times bestseller 
Directorate S

• Tyson hosted the TV series Cosmos in 2014

“A much-needed read for both policymakers  
and the public.”

—Joan Johnson-Freese,  
professor of national security affairs, Naval War College

Killing the SS
The Hunt for the Worst War Criminals 
in History
The Killing Series
by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard
Read by Bill O’Reilly

Killing the SS is the epic saga of the 
self-styled “Nazi hunters.” These 
men and women scoured the world, 
tracking down SS fugitives and 
bringing them to justice.

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• There are currently more than seventeen million Killing Series  
books in print

• A great gift for history buffs

• Author websites: BillOReilly.com and MartinDugard.com

“A must-read historical thriller.”
—Vince Flynn, #1 New York Times bestselling author

In Pieces
by Sally Field

Sally Field brings listeners behind 
the scenes of her star-studded career 
in Hollywood and deep into the 
truth of her lifelong relationships—
including her complicated love for 
her own mother.

• Print run: 500,000

• One of the most beloved actors of our time

• Field has won two Academy Awards, Golden Globe, BAFTA, and Screen 
Guild awards, as well as  a Tony

• Field is known for her activism and has supported numerous causes 
from osteoporosis research to gay rights

• Will appeal to fans of Robin by Dave Itzkoff and My Days: Happy and 
Otherwise by Marion Ross

“[Field’s] talents extend deep into the craft of writing… 
This is a raw, gorgeous, and moving account.”

—Millicent Bennett, executive editor of Grand Central Publishing

Leadership in 
Turbulent Times
by Doris Kearns Goodwin
Introduction and afterword read by 
the author

Goodwin examines presidents 
Lincoln, Teddy and Franklin Roosevelt, 
and Johnson to show how they 
recognized leadership in themselves, 
and were recognized by others.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Goodwin’s book, No Ordinary Time, won the Pulitzer Prize

• Her book Team of Rivals was the basis for Steven Spielbierg’s Lincoln

• Will appeal to fans of Jon Meacham and David McCullough

“A tale so gripping that one questions the need  
for fiction when real life is so plump with drama  

and intrigue.”
—Associated Press on The Bully Pulpit

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Science / Physics / Astrophysics • (cpbt) 18.5 hours • 15 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984833983 $95.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
History / Holocaust • (cnja) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781427299062 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
(cick) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145445 $100.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
History / United States / 20th Century • (co06) 18 hours • 15 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508232957 $103.99



New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 

Kurt Holland wants the best for his younger 

brother, which is why he moves Sam to 

Bridgeport. It’s just the place to give his little 

brother more opportunities—maybe even a 

scholarship. Emily Springer is passionate about 

helping all of her students succeed, but there’s 

something about Sam Holland that makes her 

want to go the extra mile. When he’s caught in a 

fight at school, she goes to bat in his defense, and 

during a conference with the principal she meets 

Sam’s rugged older brother—and guardian. 

Emily has a strict no-dating policy when it comes 

to her students’ parents, but Kurt isn’t technically 

Sam’s parent. It’s okay to bend the rules a little 

bit, right?

• New York Times & USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of novels by Kristan Higgins 
or Debbie Macomber

• National and regional coverage, interviews, 
and reviews

• Romance blogger buzz outreach

• Author website: ShelleyShepardGray.com

“A beautiful story of love and hope.  
An uplifting, heartwarming  

novel told in the soulful voice of  
Shelley Shepard Gray.”

—CECY ROBSON,  
Rita Award double finalist and winner of the 

Gayle Wilson Award of Excellence

“A sweetly romantic love story that  
delivers plenty of emotional payoff.”

—LAUREN LAYNE,  
New York Times bestselling author

“A beautiful story about new  
beginnings, love, and family. A great 

start to a charming new series.”
—JENNIE MARTS,  

USA Today bestselling author

shelley shepard gRay

AVAILABLE 9/18/18 IN PRINT & AUDIO
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This Is the Day
Reclaim Your Dream. Ignite Your Passion. Live 
Your Purpose.
by Tim Tebow, with A. J. Gregory

Sports star and media icon Tim Tebow is widely 
known and respected for his exemplary charac-
ter and personal excellence. Here, he motivates 
listeners to stop postponing their dreams.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Tebow’s last book, Shaken, spent eleven weeks on the New York Times’ 
hardcover nonfiction list

• Tebow has 4.5 million followers on Twitter and over 3 million likes on Facebook

“Shows us a side of Tim Tebow that we’ve never gotten to see 
before.”—Mark Batterson, New York Times bestselling author, on Shaken

21 Lessons for the 21st Century
by Yuval Noah Harari
Read by Derek Perkins

The twenty-first century is a new world, with threats 
unlike any the planet has faced before. Harari 
provides a map to this uncharted territory and raises 
the questions that will determine our survival.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Yuval Noah Harari is a two-time winner of the Polonsky Prize for Creativity 
and Originality

• Harari is a specialist in world, medieval, and military history, with a PhD from 
the University of Oxford

“Learned, thought-provoking, and crisply written…Fascinating.”
—Wall Street Journal on Sapiens

The Glass Ocean
A Novel
by Karen White, Beatriz Williams, and Lauren Willig

The Glass Ocean is a mystery, infused with 
romance, that links the lives of three women across 
a century—two in the past, one in the present— 
to the doomed passenger liner RMS Lusitania.

• Print run: 50,000

• New York Times bestselling authors

• Will appeal to fans of Deanna Raybourn and Elin Hilderbrand

• Official Facebook page: Facebook.com/WilligWhiteWilliams

“Strong female characters…[A] marvelous genre blend of romance, 
historical fiction, and family saga.”

—Booklist (starred review) on The Forgotten Room

Vengeful
The Villains Series, Book 2
by V. E. Schwab

Eli and Victor discovered that near-death experi-
ences can manifest extraordinary abilities. Victor, 
killed by his best friend and now reanimated, is 
looking for vengeance.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• National consumer print and online advertising across multiple platforms

• Multicity author tour and appearances at major book festivals

• Author appearances at BookExpo, BookCon, comic cons, and trade shows

“V. E. Schwab’s Vicious is the superhero novel I’ve been waiting for: 
fresh, merciless, and yes, vicious. Wow.”

—Mira Grant, New York Times bestselling author, on Vicious

Whiskey in a Teacup
by Reese Witherspoon
Read by the author

Academy Award–winning actress Reese With-
erspoon invites you into her world, where she 
infuses the southern style, parties, and traditions 
she loves with contemporary flair and charm.

• Witherspoon is an Oscar-winning actress known for her roles in Walk the 
Line, Legally Blonde, and more

• Will appeal to fans of Born to Run by Bruce Spingsteen and The Girl with the 
Lower Back Tattoo by Amy Schumer

• Multi-city author tour, including Los Angeles, Nashville, and New York

“A must-read for Southerners and Southerners-at-heart come fall.”
—Southern Living

Acid for the Children
A Memoir
by Flea

The iconic bassist and cofounder of the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers tells his fascinating life story, com-
plete with all the dizzying highs and the gutter 
lows you’d expect from a famous rock star.

• Print run: 400,000

• Flea is the bassist and cofounder of the Red Hot Chili Peppers

• National publicity and review campaign

• NPR interview campaign

• The Red Hot Chili Peppers were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
in 2012

• Also available: It Seemed Like a Good Idea at the Time

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth
(cm3r) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984828354 $78.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
History / Modern / 21st Century
(cmrj) 6 hours • 5 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525639855 $73.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Historical
(cieq) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982552831 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982552855 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Superheroes
(chlj) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781427299086 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
(cm33) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508258629 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
(cr35) 12 hours • 11 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145728 $105.99
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The Dichotomy of Leadership
Balancing the Challenges of Extreme Ownership 
to Lead and Win
by Jocko Willink and Leif Babin | Read by the authors

Willink and Babin explain the power inherent in 
the recognition of the fine line that leaders must 
walk, balancing between seemingly opposite 
inclinations on the road to victory.

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• Jocko Willink and Leif Babin write on leadership from their experiences in 
combat and training as Navy SEALs

• Also available: Extreme Ownership

“Leif and Jocko are the real deal.”
—Marcus Luttrell, US Navy SEAL and author of Lone Survivor,  

on Extreme Ownership

The Labyrinth of the Spirits
A Novel
The Cemetery of Forgotten Books Series, Book 4
by Carlos Ruiz Zafón

In this final volume of Ruiz Zafón’s cycle set in 
the universe of the Cemetery of Forgotten Books, 
Alicia Gris uncovers one of the most shocking 
conspiracies in all Spanish history.

• Combined print run: 55,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Ken Follett and Marion Zimmer Bradley

“Gabriel García Márquez meets Umberto Eco meets Jorge Luis 
Borges for a sprawling magic show.”

—New York Times Book Review on Shadow of the Wind

The Golden State
A Novel
by Lydia Kiesling

In The Golden State, we accompany Daphne, a 
young mother on the edge of a breakdown, as she 
flees her sensible but strained life in San Francisco 
for the high desert of Altavista with her toddler.

• The Golden State has received glowing reviews from Kiesling’s peers

• National review attention

• Social media promotion

• Blogger and online community outreach campaign

“The Golden State is a perfect evocation of the beautiful, strange, 
frightening, funny territory of new motherhood.”

—Karen Russell, New York Times bestselling author

The Dark between Stars
Poems
by Atticus

In his second poetry collection, Atticus details the 
connections between highest highs and lowest 
lows: the energy of new relationships, the realities 
of commitment, and the nostalgia of being alone.

• Atticus is active on Instagram and Twitter, with over 749,000 followers combined

• Teen Vogue dubbed Atticus the “#1 poet to follow”

• Will appeal to fans of Rupi Kaur and Divya Victor

“Atticus is something of a minimalist. He tends to be  
sparing with adjectives and descriptions, and writes  

chiefly about love, and sadness—and sunsets.”
—Guardian on Love Her Wild

Live Long and …
What I Learned along the Way
by William Shatner, with David Fisher
Read by William Shatner

With pithy humor and thoughtful vulnerability, 
entertainer William Shatner lays out his journey 
from childhood to peak stardom and and arrives 
at one simple rule for a good, long life: don’t die.

• New York Times bestselling author

• William Shatner played Captain Kirk on Star Trek from 1966 to 1969 and in 
seven Star Trek films

• Shatner won an Emmy and a Golden Globe for his role as attorney Denny 
Crane on the TV drama Boston Legal

“It is now Bill Shatner’s universe—we just live in it.”
—New York Daily News, praise for the author

The Man Who Came Uptown
by George Pelecanos

Michael Hudson has just been released from pris-
on, thanks to the words of a manipulated witness. 
But the prison librarian has made Michael a better 
man. Is turning over a new leaf an option?

• Print run: 50,000

• George Pelecanos is an Emmy Award–nominated writer for the HBO series 
The Wire and Treme

• Pelecanos is active on Facebook and Twitter, with over 17,000 followers combined

“[Pelecanos’] writing is properly hard-boiled, his heroes are 
attractively flawed, and his villains leave trails of blood from here 

to yonder…Gripping.”—Chicago Tribune on The Martini Shot

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Business & Economics / Leadership
(cmhe) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781250299291 $78.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Fiction / Action & Adventure
(ci2f) 28 hours • 22 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
LIB-CD 9781982553371 $99.99 MP3-CD 9781982553395 $55.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Literary
(cl59) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538586785 $90.00 MP3-CD 9781538586808 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Love
(cr3w) 0.5 hours • 1 CD
LIB-CD 9781508269090 $29.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Biography & Autobiography / Entertainment & Performing Arts
(chxf) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781250299116 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Hard-Boiled
(cidu) 9 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145841 $90.99 PLWY 9781549120411 $64.99
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Death at Sea
The Inspector Montalbano Mysteries
by Andrea Camilleri | Translated by Stephen Sartarelli

In 1980s Vigàta, a young and restless Inspector 
Montalbano brings his brash yet clear-sighted 
investigative style to eight enthralling cases, 
always with the mafia not far behind.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Andrea Camilleri is the winner of a Crime Writers’ Association International 
Dagger Award and a Nino Martoglio International Book Award

• The Inspector Montalbano series has been greatly praised for its atmospheric, 
sensual descriptions of Sicily

“Each novel in this wholly addictive, entirely magical series… 
blasts the brain like a shot of pure oxygen.”

—A. J. Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

She Would Be King
A Novel
by Wayétu Moore

In the Liberian settlement of Monrovia, three unusual 
people meet: Gbessa, whose survival is a miracle; 
June, a runaway slave with incredible strength; and 
Norman, with the power to disappear.

• Wayétu Moore is the founder of One More Book, an organization that 
encourages children in countries with low literacy rates to read

• Moore is an Africana Studies lecturer at City University of New York’s John Jay 
College

• Will appeal to fans of Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi and Freshwater by Akwaeke Emezi

“This magical retelling of Liberia’s beginning is so original,  
so bold and poetic.”

—Susan Henderson, author of The Flicker of Old Dreams

We Sold Our Souls
A Novel
by Grady Hendrix

Kris and her old bandmates are struggling to get 
by while their former lead singer enjoys fame. 
When Kris discovers that this is because he sold 
their souls, she sets out to change things.

• Like Horrorstor and My Best Friend’s Exorcism, We Sold Our Souls blends horror 
and pop culture into an entertaining and often terrifying story

• National print publicity campaign

• Comic-Con appearances and giveaways

“A fast-paced ride, firmly rooted in the pulp-horror tradition…
Will leave readers begging for an encore.”

—Booklist (starred review)

The Predator
The Official Movie Novelization
by Christopher Golden

The official novelization of the summer block-
buster The Predator, Shane Black’s new movie set 
within the universe of the previous films with a 
screenplay by Shane Black and Fred Dekker.

• Will release just after the movie hits theaters

• Golden also wrote Alien: River of Pain, a direct prequel to the movie Aliens

• Golden is working closely with the author of the official movie prequel so the 
two novels will synchronize perfectly

“Horror fiction is starting to make a comeback. If that’s true,  
writers like Christopher Golden are a big part of the reason.”

—George R. R. Martin, praise for the author

The Predator: Hunters and Hunted
The Official Movie Prequel
by James A. Moore

This official prequel introduces key concepts that 
will explode onto the screen in Shane Black’s new 
movie, the summer blockbuster The Predator, set 
within the universe of the previous films.

• The official prequel to the movie Predator is scheduled to hit theaters August 
3, 2018

• Moore is working closely with Christopher Golden, author of the official 
novelization for The Predator

• Movie, sci-fi, horror, and weekly magazine articles and reviews and outreach 
to cult, horror, and genre websites

“Gripping, horrific, and unique…Well worth your time.”
—Seanan McGuire, New York Times bestselling author, on The Last Sacrifice

Robert B. Parker’s Colorblind
The Jesse Stone Series, Book 17
by Reed Farrel Coleman

Jesse Stone’s return to work after rehab isn’t a 
smooth ride. A series of racially motivated crimes 
shake the community, and a young man Jesse 
takes under his wing reveals a life-changing secret.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Reed Farrel Coleman is a four-time winner of the Shamus Award for Best PI 
Novel of the Year

• Coleman was also a winner of the 2006 Barry Award, the 2006 Anthony 
Award, and the 2010 Macavity Award

“Will keep franchise fans more than satisfied.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Collections & Anthologies
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The Wildlands
A Novel
by Abby Geni

Caught up in the charismatic thrall of her recently 
returned brother, Tucker, nine-year-old Cora 
agrees to accompany him on a cross-country 
mission to make war on human civilization. 

• Critically acclaimed and award-winning author

• For listeners who devour smart, detail-rich literary thrillers

• Coverage in national media: top women’s magazines, newspapers, radio, top 
literary podcasts, and top literary blogs

“Geni continues to create works of art with perfect voices that 
are simultaneously thrillers and meditations on nature. It is an 

incredible trick.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

Juror #3
The BookShots Line
by James Patterson, with Nancy Campbell Allen
Read by Megan Tusing

Struggling young attorney Ruby Bozarth has 
landed the murder case of a lifetime. Her gut says 
he’s innocent, but only a jury can decide. And this 
jury has a secret …

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Novels you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop listening

• All original content from James Patterson

“Patterson knows how to keep the pages turning.”
—San Francisco Chronicle, praise for the author

Healing the Soul of a Woman
How to Overcome Your Emotional Wounds
by Joyce Meyer

Inspirational author Joyce Meyer speaks from her 
personal experience and wealth of life-changing 
biblical wisdom to tell you how to overcome 
physical and emotional abuse, and love again.

• Combined print run: 265,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Joyce Meyer is active on Facebook and Twitter with over 17.5 million followers

• Meyer’s Enjoying Everyday Life is viewed in over 1.5 million homes monthly

“Meyer focuses on learning to think biblically, speak biblically,  
and then see lives and emotions transformed.”

—Publishers Weekly on Living Beyond Your Feelings

The Brightest Stars
The Stars Series, Book 1
by Anna Todd

Kael comes in for a massage once a week and 
always seems to turn the volume down on Karina’s 
busy mind. But as she is drawn in, the stoic illusion 
is shattered, and Karina is engulfed by chaos.

• New York Times bestselling author

• #1 bestselling author in Italy, Spain, France, and Germany

• Todd became a Wattpad sensation with After, the first book in her 
internationally bestselling series

“Todd clearly gets her audience in a very  
profound, even intimate, way.”

—Washington Post on After

Sell It Like Serhant
How to Sell More, Earn More, and Become the 
Ultimate Sales Machine
by Ryan Serhant

Ryan Serhant regularly closes seven-figure deals 
on Bravo’s Million Dollar Listing. He’ll show how 
you too can be the ultimate salesperson by  
bringing in and managing multiple deals at once.

• Print run: 100,000

• Ryan Serhant is the host of the new reality show Sell It Like Serhant, where he 
teaches salespeople how to be more successful

• Serhant is active on Instagram and Twitter, with over 919,00 followers combined

“Whatever you do for a living, you’ll do it better if you  
learn to sell like Serhant.”

—Daniel Pink, New York Times bestselling author

Buseyisms
Gary Busey’s Basic Instructions before Leaving Earth
by Gary Busey, with Steffanie Sampson

Gary Busey presents words of wisdom and incred-
ible life stories, told through his unique Busey-
isms. “These are my life lessons, my B.I.B.L.E.— 
Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth.”

• Busey is a prolific character actor known for The Buddy Holly Story, Lethal 
Weapon, Predator 2, Point Break, and many other films

• Busey was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Actor for his role in  
The Buddy Holly Story

• Busey is active on Twitter and Facebook, with over 236,000 followers combined

“Messages [Busey’s] received from on high, messages that inspire 
and support us in living a beautiful fulfilled life.”

—Jeff Bridges

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Literary
(cp3j) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD LIB-CD 9781982527594 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781982527617 $29.95 PLWY 9781982562908 $64.99
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Fletch’s Fortune
The Fletch Mysteries, Book 3
by Gregory Mcdonald
Read by Dan John Miller

Fletch finds himself enlisted as a spy among his 
peers. But before he can even set up his surveillance, 
there’s a murder. And almost everybody’s a suspect.

• Mcdonald won two Edgar Awards for the Fletch series

• In 1985 the first novel in the Fletch series was adapted into a movie starring 
Chevy Chase

• Will appeal to fans of William Goldman and Carl Hiaasen

“Bright and entertaining…Fletch, as irreverent and  
smart as ever, is back.”

—New York Times Book Review

Fletch and the Widow Bradley
The Fletch Mysteries, Book 4
by Gregory Mcdonald
Read by Dan John Miller

A story Fletch has written is causing quite a sensa-
tion, and not the good kind. If he’s going to save 
his reputation, not to mention his job, he’ll have to 
get to the bottom of more than one mystery.

• Mcdonald won two Edgar Awards for the Fletch series

• In 1985 the first novel in the Fletch series was adapted into a movie starring 
Chevy Chase

• Will appeal to fans of William Goldman and Carl Hiaasen

“One of the best writers we have… 
To the point and always original.”
—New York Times, praise for the author

Rising Out of Hatred
The Awakening of a Former White Nationalist
by Eli Saslow

Derek Black grew up at the epicenter of white 
nationalism—then he went to college. When 
his supremacist views are confronted, Derek first 
opens his eyes, then his heart and mind, to reality.

• Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter

• Eli Saslow’s Washington Post article on Derek Black won the 2017 PEN/USA 
Journalism Award

• This true story of empathy is a timely one for the current America

“The story of Derek Black is the human being at his gutsy,  
self-reflecting, revolutionary best, told by one of America’s  

best storytellers at his very best.”
—Ibram X. Kendi, National Book Award–winning author

Button Man
by Andrew Gross

Morris, Sol, and Harry Rabinowitz grew up poor 
in the Lower East Side. After the death of their 
father, Morris and Sol take over a clothing factory, 
while Harry falls in with a mobster tied to the 
garment makers union.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• The Dark Tide, was nominated for the Best Thriller of the Year award by the 

International Thriller Writers
• Gross coauthored five #1 New York Times bestsellers with James Patterson

• Author website: AndrewGrossBooks.com

“A terrific story filled with tension and surprises right to the end.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on The Saboteur

Feminasty
The Complicated Woman’s Guide to Surviving the 
Patriarchy without Drinking Herself to Death
by Erin Gibson

Feminasty is comedian Erin Gibson’s collection of 
make-you-laugh-until-you-cry essays that expose 
the hidden rules making women’s lives harder 
and use humor to deconstruct them.

• Print run: 50,000

• Erin Gibson is a cohost of the popular comedy podcast Throwing Shade, with 
a focus on women’s and LGBTQ rights

• Gibson is the creator of the long-running Gay of Thrones, which was 
nominated for an Emmy

• Gibson is active on Twitter with over 34,000 followers

• Author website: Gibblertron.com

Solo: A Star Wars Story
The Star Wars Series
by Mur Lafferty

A young Han Solo meets his future copilot Chew-
bacca and encounters the notorious gambler Lan-
do Calrissian in a journey that will set the course 
of the Star Wars saga’s most unlikely heroes.

• Star Wars is the most successful sci-fi franchise in history

• Han Solo is one of the most iconic characters in the Star Wars universe

• Other novelizations of Star Wars films have been New York Times bestsellers

• Mur Lafferty is an award-winning author and Hall of Fame podcaster

• National advertising campaign

• Online marketing outreach

• Mobile advertising

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Amateur Sleuth
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Available 9/18/18
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How to Stay Alive
The Ultimate Survival Guide for Any Situation
by Bear Grylls

From his expeditions on Everest, to traveling the 
treacherous Northwest Passage, and more, Bear 
has a wealth of survival knowledge. Now, for the 
first time, that expertise is in one audiobook.

• Print run: 75,000

• Bear Grylls is an international celebrity whose TV series reach an estimated 
billion viewers in over two hundred countries

• Grylls is active on Facebook and Twitter with over 8.3 million followers combined

“Flows with the verve and uncomplicated language of an 
engaging novel and forms a satisfying life story brimming with 

excitement and adventuresome risk-taking.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Mud, Sweat, and Tears

Rough Seas
Hot Money & Hot Schemes
The Molly DeWitt Mysteries, Book 3 & 4
by Sherryl Woods

In Hot Money, suspects are numerous when a 
chairwoman is found dead at a fancy gala. But in 
Hot Schemes, murder is the mystery when Michael 
O’Hara’s uncle goes missing. Has he been killed?

• Print run: 450,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Sherryl Woods is active on Facebook with over 40,000 followers

“Captures the essence of Cuban Miami…An engaging combination 
of mystery, romance, travelogue, and politics.”

—Publishers Weekly on Hot Schemes

Echoes of Evil
The Krewe of Hunters Series, Book 26
by Heather Graham

Brodie McFadden thinks a pair of recent deaths 
are linked, and needs help from museum curator 
Dakota McCoy. Something about her culture 
festival is dangerous. Has she found a historical 
treasure someone will kill for?

• Combined print run: 410,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• National publicity campaign in US and Canada including print, broadcast, and 
online media

“Exceptional character development and worldbuilding…
Suspenseful elements that will leave you guessing until the end.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Darkest Journey

Red War
The Mitch Rapp Series, Book 15
by Vince Flynn and Kyle Mills

Russian president Maxim Krupin discovers he has 
brain cancer, and clings to power by threatening 
the West. Undercover assassin Mitch Rapp is now 
the only thing standing between war and peace.

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• Vince Flynn is active on Facebook with over 120,000 followers

• The first fifteen books in the Mitch Rapp series are also available

• Author websites: VinceFlynn.com and KyleMills.com

“This series continues to be the best of the best in the high-
adventure, action-heavy thriller field.”

—Booklist (starred review) on Order to Kill

Port of Shadows
The Chronicles of the Black Company, Book 3
by Glen Cook

For the soldiers of the Black Company, being 
“The Lady’s favored” put a target on their backs. 
When they are tasked to break a rebel army, the 
Company’s historian, Croaker, gets the biggest 
target of all.

• Previous books in the Chronicles of the Black Company have received 
enormous praise from readers

• Prepublication trade and consumer buzz campaign

• National print and online advertising across multiple platforms

“Sheer page-turning fun!”
—Robin McKinley on Bleak Seasons

The Winter Soldier
by Daniel Mason

Lucius, a young Viennese medical student, enlists 
to serve at a field hospital in the first World War. 
But he finds a freezing camp the other doctors 
fled. A single nurse remains, and Lucius has never 
lifted a scalpel.

• Print run: 50,000

• Daniel Mason has served as a Visiting Professor in the Stegner Writing 
program at Stanford University

• Mason’s book The Piano Tuner was a New York Times and Washington Post 
Notable book, a Boston Globe Best Book of 2002, and NPR’s best first novel of 2002

“Impeccably researched and totally immersive…This novel 
convinces you with every sentence.”

—Anthony Doerr, Pulitzer Prize–winning author

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
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How to Murder Your Wealthy 
Lovers and Get Away with It
Money & Mayhem in the Gilded Age
by Jane Simon Ammeson

What’s a gal to do when her loaded lover is getting 
to be a nuisance? How to Murder Your Wealthy 
Lovers and Get Away with It is an extraordinary 
true story of intrigue, scandal, and murder.

• Ammeson is a James Beard Foundation judge as well as a member of the 
Society of American Travel Writers and Midwest Travel Journalists Association

• Ammeson also writes a weekly column for the Northwest Indiana Times

“Full of improbable turns and twists (to say nothing of trysts)  
that no author would dare include in a work of fiction.”

—Keven McQueen, author of Horror in the Heartland

Katerina
by James Frey

In 1992, a writer and a model fall madly in love, 
both on the verge of fame. In 2018, the writer 
has found fame, but life has lost its meaning. A 
strange anonymous message may just bring it 
back.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• James Frey has sold over twenty million books in forty-two languages

• Frey is active on Facebook with over 219,000 followers

• Author website: BigJimIndustries.com

“With Katerina, a sexy, intriguing, page-turning love story,  
Frey is back in the game again.”

—Publishers Weekly

Inadvertent
The Why I Write Series, Book 2
by Karl Ove Knausgaard
Translated by Ingvild Burkey

From Jorge Luis Borges to Edward Munch, 
Inadvertent explores Karl Ove Knausgaard’s 
relationship to art that has moved him and how that 
art situates itself in our culture.

• Internationally bestselling author

• Knausgaard’s My Struggle was coined “Scandinavia’s greatest literary event” 
by Helsingin Sanomat and sold more than 600,000 copies in Norway alone

• Knausgaard’s debut novel, Out of the World, won the Norwegian Critics Prize 
for Literature

“A perfect distillation of Knausgaard’s unique gifts.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Spring

Treacherous Is the Night
The Verity Kent Mysteries, Book 2
by Anna Lee Huber

At a séance, a medium channels a woman Verity 
once worked with. Refusing to believe her former 
colleague is dead, Verity is determined to uncover 
the source of the spiritualist’s revelation.

• Huber’s A Study in Death won the 2016 Daphne du Maurier Award for 
Historical Romantic Mystery

• Will appeal to fans of the Maisie Dobbs mysteries by Jacqueline Winspear

• Also available from Blackstone: This Side of Murder

“Everything a mystery should be: suspenseful, atmospheric,  
and beautifully written, with rich historical detail and a heroine 

you really want to cheer for.”
—Ashley Weaver, author of the Amory Ames Mysteries, on This Side of Murder

Legion
The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds
by Brandon Sanderson

Stephen can learn any skill in hours—but at a 
price. His mind creates hallucinatory people to 
hold and manifest information. But these fake 
people are taking on lives of their own.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Includes three novellas in a single collection

• Brandon Sanderson is active on Twitter with over 150,000 followers

“The action never lets up, and the characters never lose their 
endearing humanity. A fast-paced fantasy adventure set in a 

fascinating world.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Shadows of Self

Eliza Hamilton
The Extraordinary Life and Times of the Wife of 
Alexander Hamilton
by Tilar J. Mazzeo

Eliza soared in the musical Hamilton, but her full story 
was untold. This biography of a strong pioneer wom-
an, a loving sister, a caring mother, and a generous 
philanthropist brings a multifaceted woman to life.

• New York Times bestselling author

• After Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton took the world by storm, fans fell for 
Eliza Hamilton and are craving more of her

• Online promotions and features

“[A] compelling biography of a brave woman who refused to give up.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Irena’s Children
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The Sky Is Falling
How Vampires, Zombies, Androids, and Superhe-
roes Made America Great for Extremism
by Peter Biskind

Cultural journalist Peter Biskind argues today’s 
TV and films dramatize extremes circumstances 
that require extremes to deal with, and that these 
values are animating our extreme politics.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Biskind is the former executive editor of Premiere, the former editor in chief 
of American Film, and is a contributing editor to Vanity Fair

• Will appeal to fans of The Revolution Was Televised by Alan Sepinwall

“Your book was…like a bag of pot, with me saying, 
‘I’m not gonna smoke.’ But I was insatiable.”

—Quentin Tarantino on Easy Riders, Raging Bulls

The Real Lolita
The Kidnapping of Sally Horner and the Novel 
that Scandalized the World
by Sarah Weinman
Read by Cassandra Campbell

Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita is one of the most beloved 
and notorious novels of all time. But the subject of 
the novel was inspired by a real-life case: the 1948 
abduction of Sally Horner.

• Print run: 150,000

• Weinman has written for the New York Times, the Washington Post, and more

• Weinman’s story will be of endless fascination to students and true crime fans

“A thoroughly riveting and heartbreaking narrative that weaves 
the very best of true crime writing with the darker elements of 

literary inspiration.”—Gilbert King, Pulitzer Prize–winning author

Wild Fire
The Shetland Island Mysteries, Book 8
by Ann Cleeves

The Flemings think that moving to a remote com-
munity in Shetland will be a fresh start. But when 
they begin receiving drawings of a hanged man, 
Inspector Jimmy Parez must uncover the reason.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Ann Cleeves is the winner of the 2006 and 2017 Crime Writers’ Association’s 
Gold Dagger Award

• Cleeves is also the winner of the 2016 CWA Diamond Dagger, the highest honor 
in British crime writing

“Absorbing…Cleeves keeps readers guessing about the 
perpetrator’s identity until the final page.”

—Publishers Weekly on Dead Water

The Yondering Stories:  
Complete and Collected
by Louis L’Amour

From Louis L’Amour, one of the greatest story-
tellers of the American West, comes a collection 
of short stories never before released as audio 
digital downloads!

• Louis L’Amour is a popular author whose works continue to be beloved  
by millions

• With themes of suspense, strength, and love, these stories have all the 
earmarks of a crowd-pleaser

“L’Amour is the kind of storyteller who makes the wolves  
come out of the woods to listen.”

—People, praise for the author

Rule Makers, Rule Breakers
How Tight and Loose Cultures Wire Our World
by Michele Gelfand

Rule Makers, Rule Breakers reveals how to predict 
national variations around the globe, why some 
leaders innovate and others don’t, and even how 
a tight vs. loose system can determine happiness.

• Michele Gelfand’s pioneering research on cultural norms has been cited more 
than 22,000 times in the media

• Gelfand is a professor of psychology as the University of Maryland, College Park

• Gelfand was a former president of the International Association for Conflict 
Management

“A brilliant and timely book…This idea, at once so simple and so 
powerful, will forever change how you see the world.”

—Daniel H. Pink, New York Times bestselling author

The Coddling of the American Mind
How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up 
a Generation for Failure
by Greg Lukianoff and Jonathan Haidt
Read by the authors

A timely investigation into the new “safety culture” 
on campus and the dangers it poses to free speech, 
mental health, education, and ultimately, democracy.

• Greg Lukianoff is the leading expert on campus free speech and a frequent 
speaker around the country

• Haidt is one of the most cited intellectuals in the American media and a  
New York Times bestselling author

“A landmark contribution to humanity’s understanding of itself…
Well worth reading.”

—New York Times Book Review on The Righteous Mind by Haidt
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The King of Con
How a Smooth-Talking Jersey Boy Made and Lost 
Billions, Baffled the FBI, Eluded the Mob, and 
Lived to Tell the Crooked Tale
by Thomas Giacomaro and Natasha Stoynoff

As a teenager, Tom Giacomaro began working in 
the mob-laden New Jersey trucking industry. A 
charming, brash-talking salesman, he climbed the 

ranks, and let his lust for money send him spiraling into a world of drugs and 
violence. Forced to go on the lam, he returned a year later—with millions of 
dollars’ worth of diamonds stuffed in his underwear. The King of Con is the 
true story about a smart, streetwise Jersey boy who talked his way to the top.

• Natasha Stoynoff is a New York Times bestselling author
• Tom Giacomaro’s autobiography has attracted media attention from the New 

York Times, ABC, CBS, and more
• A documentary series and reality TV show are in the works

Refinery29 Money Diaries
Everything You’ve Ever Wanted to Know about 
Your Finances…and Everyone Else’s
by Lindsey Stanberry

The first step to getting your financial life in order 
is tracking what you spend. Refinery29’s hugely 
popular franchise “Money Diaries” offers readers 
an up-close-and-personal look at the financial 

lives of millennial women from all around the country who share every de-
tail of their spending over seven days—even the purchases they hide from 
partners and friends. And now, the series creator is taking the franchise 
offline for the very first time.

• National advertising and author publicity

• National radio and podcast interview campaign

• Author website: Refinery29.com

Can You Ever Forgive Me?
Memoirs of a Literary Forger
by Lee Israel

Once, Lee Israel had had a real, legal job. But 
desperate times in 1990 brought Lee to the dodgy 
business of forgery, rewriting letters of literary 
greats and selling them to autograph dealers.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Movie tie-in: This movie premiers on October 19, 2018, with Melissa McCarthy 
starring as Lee Israel 

• Will appeal to fans of the New York Times bestselling memoir Reporter by 
Seymour Hersh

“A slender, sordid, and pretty damned fabulous book.”
—New York Times Book Review

Foe
A Novel
by Iain Reid

Junior and Henrietta live a solitary life on their farm 
until a stranger arrives and says Junior was chosen 
to travel far away, and that Henrietta will have 
company while he is away. Familiar company.

• The film rights to Foe have already been acquired, and Reid’s previous  
novel is being adapted by Netflix

• National advertising

• Goodreads giveaway

“I couldn’t put it down. It infected my dreams.  
A creepy and brilliant book.”

—–Zoe Whittall, author of The Best Kind of People

The Impossible Girl
by Lydia Kang
Read by Saskia Maarleveld

In 1850s New York, Cora Lee makes a living selling 
strange corpses to anatomists. In this way, she 
makes a profit and keeps a pulse on those who 
may be searching for her: the girl with two hearts.

• Author Kang is a practicing physician, which gives authenticity to her 
description of early medicine

• Author’s YA fantasy novel, The November Girl, was named a Locus magazine 
Best Book of 2017

• Will appeal to fans of Tessa Harris’ Dr. Thomas Silkstone mysteries

“Complex and haunting…Powerful and evocative.”
—Mindy McGinnis, author of The Female Species, on The November Girl

The Cats Came Back
The Magical Cats Mysteries, Book 10
by Sofie Kelly

After the death of a friend, librarian Kathleen 
suspects its was mistaken identity. As accusations 
and suspicions abound, she and her cats Hercules 
and Owen will put their abilities to the test.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Sofie Kelly has received a lot of positive feedback from major publications

• The rest of the Magical Cats Mysteries series is also available

• Author website: SofieKelly.com

“Cozy readers will enjoy spending time with Kathleen,  
her cats, and the appealing residents of Mayville Heights.”

—Publishers Weekly, praise for the series
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A school shooting in Vermont; an American 
journalist beheaded in Syria; a passenger jet 
exploding in the Thai jungle—everything connects 
to Kate Swift, CIA assassin turned whistleblower, 
on the run from a sinister intelligence unit. With 
her six-year-old daughter, Suzie, she flees across 
the Canadian border to begin a perilous journey 
to Berlin and then Thailand in search of the only 
man who can keep them alive: Harry Hook, a 
disgraced ex-CIA case officer living rough in the 
wilderness, battling the bottle and ghosts from his 
past. Can Hook conjure an inspired but desperate 
plan that will save Kate and Suzie and bring him 
the redemption he yearns for?

• James Rayburn is the winner of the German 
Crime Fiction Award and a nominee for France’s 
Grand Prix de Littérature Policière for presti-
gious crime fiction

• Rayburn consistently receives strong praise 
from major European publications

• Two of the author’s novels are in development 
as a feature film

• Will appeal to fans of Daniel Silva and Olen 
Steinhauer

“As hard as nails, fast-paced, 
and precise.”

—PLAYBOY (Germany)

“The Truth Itself grabs you by the  
throat and never lets go.”

—CHRISTOPHER FARNSWORTH,
author of Flashmob and Blood Oath

“A high-tempo thriller set in the  
shadowy world of espionage and  
off-the-books covert ops with a  

thrilling conclusion in Thailand.”
—CRIME FICTION LOVER

AVAILABLE 9.25.18 IN PRINT & AUDIO
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America First
Understanding the Trump Doctrine
by Danny Toma

In recent memory, American 
foreign policy has concentrated on 
the “foreign,” to the neglect of the 
“American” and the “policy.” The 
promise of a foreign policy that 
would put “America First” was one 
of the reasons for the success of the 

Trump campaign. But what does putting America first actually 
look like in terms of our relations with the nearly two hundred 
countries around the globe? This audiobook shows where 
America’s interests lie, and, just as important, where they do not.

Every Day Is Extra
by John Kerry

Every Day Is Extra is Kerry’s 
passionate, insightful, sometimes 
funny, always moving account of 
his life. Kerry tells wonderful stories 
about colleagues Ted Kennedy and 
John McCain, as well as President 
Obama and other major figures. 
He writes movingly of recovering 

his faith while in the Senate, and deplores the hyper-partisanship 
that has infected Washington. Few books convey as convincingly 
as this one the life of public service like that which John Kerry has 
lived for fifty years.

Baseball Cop
by Anonymous
Read by Jason Culp, Edward 
Banner, and featuring the author

Baseball Cop is a unique and 
explosive look into the dark side of 
America’s favorite pastime, Major 
League Baseball. Sharing never-
before-revealed information, Baseball 
Cop provides an unblinking and 
candid look at baseball today.

Beautiful Country Burn 
Again
Democracy, Rebellion, and Revolution
by Ben Fountain

Twice before in its history, the 
United States has been faced with 
a crisis so severe it was forced 
to reinvent itself to survive. Ben 
Fountain argues that we may be 
facing a third existential crisis.

“Worthwhile, urgent, and timely.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Hiking with Nietzsche
On Becoming Who You Are
by John Kaag

Hiking with Nietzsche is a tale 
of two philosophical journeys—
one made by John Kaag as an 
introspective young man and the 
other seventeen years as a husband 
and father.

“A meditative work full of self-understanding 
that will resonate with anyone who has ever 

been drawn toward the void.”
—Kirkus Reviews

The Diary of a Bookseller
by Shaun Bythell

The owner of Scotland’s largest 
used bookstore describes 
delightfully unusual staff members, 
eccentric customers, and surreal 
buying trips to crumbling estates 
that make up his life.

“Bythell’s diary is one of the funniest and  
most honest books you’ll read this year.  

It’s a real treat for book nerds.”
—Irish Times (Dublin)

The Mermaid and  
Mrs. Hancock
A Novel
by Imogen Hermes Gowar

Jonah Hancock moves into high 
society when he becomes the 
possessor of a mermaid corpse. 
His meeting with the desirable 
Angelica Neal teaches him a lesson: 
priceless things can come at a cost.

“Wonderful…Completely transporting.”
—Madeline Miller, New York Times bestselling author

The Tibetan Book of Living and 
Dying, 25th Anniversary Edition
The Spiritual Classic & International Bestseller
by Sogyal Rinpoche

The ultimate introduction to Tibetan Buddhist 
wisdom, this essential work is an enlightening, 
inspiring, and comforting manual for life and 
death that the New York Times called “the 
Tibetan equivalent of The Divine Comedy.”

“A magnificent achievement…in its power to touch the heart,  
to awaken consciousness…An inestimable gift.”

—San Francisco Chronicle

• The ultimate introduction to Tibetan 
Buddhist wisdom

• Since its initial release in 1992, The 
Tibetan Book of Living and Dying has 
sold 450,000 copies in English—and 
more than a million worldwide

• Eloquently and lucidly written by a true 
Tibetan master who speaks and writes 
like a great Oxford professor
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I Know You Know
A Novel
by Gilly Macmillan

Cody has been haunted by the 
murder of his childhood friends for 
twenty years, and visits the crime 
scene to investigate loose ends. 
But he finds another body. Are the 
murders linked?

“With characters who are sympathetic and 
believable, Macmillan’s latest will keep readers  

in suspense to the very end.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on Odd Child Out

The Secret World
A History of Intelligence
by Christopher Andrew

In The Secret World, distinguished 
historian Christopher Andrew 
recovers much of the lost intelligence 
history of the past three millennia—
and shows its relevance today.

“A masterful work.”
—Publishers Weekly on Her Majesty’s Secret Service

Going Broke
Why Americans (Still) Can’t Hold 
On to Their Money
by Stuart Vyse

Going Broke reveals how vast 
changes in American society over 
the last forty years have greatly 
complicated our relationship with 
money.

“With deep compassion and penetrating insight, 
Stuart Vyse turns the lens of science to uncover the 
reasons so many people cannot save what they earn.”

—Michael Shermer, New York Times bestselling author

Dear America
Notes of an Undocumented Citizen
by Jose Antonio Vargas

This book is about lying and being forced to 
lie to get by; about constantly hiding from the 
government and, in the process, hiding from 
ourselves. It is about what it means to not have 
a home.

“[Vargas] personifies the courage and patriotism of the immigrants who now face a 
cruel deportation dragnet from an administration blind to their vast contributions.”

—Nancy Pelosi, minority leader, US House of Representatives, praise for the author

• Print run: 150,000

• Vargas is a Pulitzer Prize–winning 
journalist and has won the PEN Center 
USA’s Freedom to Write Award

• Will appeal to fans of Between the World 
and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates and Our Kids 
by Robert D. Putnam

All for Nothing
by Walter Kempowski
Translated by Anthea Bell

A wealthy family tries—and 
fails—to seal themselves off from 
the chaos of post–World War II life 
surrounding them in this stunning 
novel by one of Germany’s most 
important postwar writers.

“Memorable and monumental.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

Christmas with You
Gabriel’s Angel & Home for Christmas
by Nora Roberts
Read by Todd Haberkorn and  
Will Damron

Feel the magic of the Christmas 
season in two unforgettable stories 
by bestselling author Nora Roberts 
about opening your heart, trusting 
in love, and learning to forgive.

“Roberts nails her characters and settings…
drawing readers into a vividly rendered world.”

—Library Journal, praise for the author

Fins
Harley Earl, the Rise of General Motors, and the 
Glory Days of Detroit
by William Knoedelseder

William Knoedelseder reveals the backstory 
of American icon General Motors in the 1950s, 
whose phenomenal rise was due to the stylings 
of visionary car designer Harley Earl. Fins also 
examines the effect of the automobile on 
America’s economy, culture, and psyche.

“Knoedelseder skillfully layers powerful dramatic details.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on I’m Dying Up Here

• Print run: 35,000

• Knoedelseder grew up in the car business; 
his father was an executive for Chrysler

• Earl’s story qualifies as a bona fide 
American family saga

• Will appeal to fans of American Icon by 
Bryce G. Hoffman

What Luck, This Life
A Novel
by Kathryn Schwille

In voices spanning places and 
years, What Luck, This Life explores 
the Columbia space shuttle 
disaster’s surprising fallout for a 
town beset by the tensions of class, 
race, and missed opportunity.

“Unexpectedly moving…[Schwille’s] characters 
speak from the heart; their troubles and small 

triumphs speak to all of us.”
—Andrea Barrett, author of Ship Fever

The Fifth Victim
The Cherokee Pointe Series, Book 1
by Beverly Barton

Deep in the smoky mountains, a 
corpse lies on a makeshift altar. FBI 
agent Dallas Sloan knows this is the 
work of an evasive killer—and that 
the killings won’t stop until four 
more are dead.

“Smart, sexy, and scary as hell.”
—Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Times bestselling author

The Dinner List
by Rebecca Serle
Read by the author

Who to invite to a dinner party? 
The Dinner List redefines romance, 
the expectations of love, how to 
navigate our way through it all to 
happiness—and, of course, wisdom 
from Audrey Hepburn.

“Wistful, delicious, romantic, magical, love.”
—Gabrielle Zevin, New York Times bestselling author
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Cross Her Heart
A Novel
by Sarah Pinborough

A single mother nearing forty, 
Lisa lives a quiet life raising her 
sixteen-year-old daughter. She 
once made a promise but broke her 
word. And that betrayal hasn’t been 
forgotten—or forgiven.

“A dark, electrifying page-turner  
with a corker of an ending.”

—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author,  
on Behind Her Eyes

The Deep State
How an Army of Bureaucrats 
Protected Barack Obama and Is 
Working to Destroy Donald Trump
by Jason Chaffetz

In Deep State, former Congressman 
and current Fox News contributor 
Jason Chaffetz explains how we 
ended up with a federal government 
that actively works to defend the 

Democratic party and undermine Trump. The former chairman of the 
House Oversight committee explains what really happened during 
the Obama administration, and how we can start to undo the damage 
caused by this army of liberal sycophants, and build a better future.

Book Girl
A Journey through the Treasures and 
Transforming Power of a Reading Life
by Sarah Clarkson
Foreword by Sally Clarkson

When you hear a riveting story, 
does it thrill your heart and stir your 
soul? Do you hunger for truth and 
goodness? If so, you may be on your 
way to being a book girl. Join Sarah 

Clarkson in exploring the reading life as a gift and an adventure, one 
meant to enrich, broaden, and delight you in each season of your life 
as a woman. Book Girl will draw you into the life-giving journey of 
becoming a woman who reads and lives well.

Die Me a River
The Welcome Back to Scumble River 
Series, Book 2
by Denise Swanson

Foul play is afoot again in Scumble 
River, and Skye can’t help but do a 
bit of her own sleuthing. But the 
clues come fast and furious, and 
this may be the puzzle that stumps 
her for good.

“Based on this delightful entry, this cozy series 
should have a long, bright future.”

—Publishers Weekly on Dead in the Water

The True Jesus
Uncovering the Divinity of Christ  
in the Gospels
by David Limbaugh
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

Examining the New Testament 
closely, Limbaugh zeroes in on 
esoteric passages and draws forth 
startling new evidence that Jesus 
was Creator—not created.

“Will inspire you to read and study the Gospels 
like never before.”

—Lee Strobel, New York Times bestselling author

The Addiction Spectrum
A Compassionate, Holistic 
Approach to Recovery
by Paul Thomas and Jennifer Margulis

The Addiction Spectrum is an 
extraordinary and revolutionary 
twelve-step recovery program. 
Acclaimed medical doctor and 
recovery expert Dr. Paul Thomas’ 
proven approach is rooted in 

functional medicine and offers individual protocols for specific 
addictions including: alcohol, marijuana, opiates, meth, and 
screens. Dr. Thomas has treated thousands of patients with the 
life-saving solutions he provides in this much-needed book.

Not Our Kind
A Novel
by Kitty Zeldis
Read by Tavia Gilbert

Jewish Eleanor Moskowitz becomes the tutor 
of Patricia Bellamy’s daughter, and eventually 
Patricia’s friend. But with so many differences 
between the women, one decision could  
change all.

“Kitty Zeldis is one of those rare writers who doesn’t just weave a story,  
she creates a world.”

—Jennie Fields, author of The Age of Desire

• Combined print run: 45,000

• Zeldis is the pseudonym of a successful 
author, and her latest work has already 
received a lot of positive feedback from 
her peers

• Will appeal to fans of Rules of Civility 
by Amor Towles and The Boston Girl by 
Anita Diamant

Hard Sell
The 21 Wall Street Series, Book 2
by Lauren Layne

When Matt Cannon’s boss insists he 
clean up his image, Matt asks Sabrina 
Cross to pose as his girlfriend. Matt 
and Sabrina have always been like oil 
and water, but their new arrangement 
lights a match to the animosity.

“Layne can always be counted on to create an 
engaging, steamy and thoroughly rewarding 

reading experience.”
—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

I Am a Strange Loop
by Douglas Hofstadter
Read by Greg Baglia

I Am a Strange Loop argues 
that the key to understanding 
consciousness is the “strange loop,” 
a special kind of abstract feedback 
loop that may grant free will—or 
merely the sense of it.

“Part affecting memoir; part inventive  
thought experiment—presented…with  

an incorrigible playfulness.”
—Publishers Weekly

My Bright Abyss
Meditation of a Modern Believer
by Christian Wiman

My Bright Abyss, composed in the difficult years 
since and completed in the wake of a bone 
marrow transplant, is a moving meditation on 
what a viable contemporary faith—responsive 
not only to modern thought and science but also 
to religious tradition—might look like.

“Poignant and focused…Wiman’s grasp of the written word carries  
this unconventional faith memoir.”

—Kirkus Reviews

• Wiman’s Every Riven Thing won the 2011 
Ambassador Book Award in poetry

• Wiman’s Once in the West was a 2014 
National Book Critics Circle Award 
finalist in poetry

• Also available: He Held Radical Light
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After the Affair, Updated 
Second Edition
by Janis A. Spring, PhD
Read by Janis A. Spring, PhD and 
Xe Sands

A staggering 70 percent of couples 
in America have been affected by 
extramarital affairs. After the Affair 
is the only book to offer proven 
strategies for surviving the crisis.

“The most comprehensive and balanced book  
I have ever read on the subject.”

—Dr. Harville Hendrix, New York Times bestselling author

Joyful
The Surprising Power of Ordinary 
Things to Create Extraordinary 
Happiness
by Ingrid Fetell Lee

A groundbreaking look at how the 
mundane spaces and objects we 
interact with have surprising and 
powerful effects on our mood.

“Ingrid Fetell Lee’s blockbuster debut  
will open your eyes to all the places where  

joy is hiding in plain sight.”
—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author

Untrue
Why Nearly Everything We Believe about 
Women, Lust, and Infidelity Is Wrong and How 
the New Science Can Set Us Free
by Wednesday Martin

Feminist author and cultural critic Wednesday 
Martin takes us on a bold, fascinating journey to 
reveal the unexpected evolutionary legacy and 
social realities that drive female faithlessness.

“Scientifically literate…An exuberant unfettering of female sexuality.”
—Ian Kerner, sex therapist and New York Times bestselling author

• Print run: 50,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

•  Martin’s last book, Primates of Park 
Avenue, was an instant bestseller and 
generated a nationwide conversation 
even before publication

Halo: Silent Storm
A Master Chief Story
The Halo Series, Book 23
by Troy Denning

The United Nations Space Command’s 
last hope in the war against an 
alliance of alien races is the Spartans, 
a team of enhanced soldiers. But a 
group of rebels want them to fail, and 
have planted a sleepe`r agent.

“Outstanding…An adventure that  
tantalizes the imagination.”

—Roqoo Depot on Crucible: Star Wars Legends

Misadventures with a 
Speed Demon
The Misadventures Series, Book 14
by Chelle Bliss

Faith should know better than to 
let her guard down around a stock 
car driver. Brooks should know 
better than to flirt with his rival’s 
sister. But semantics never stopped 
true love before.

“A scorching hot read…Playful writing, abundant 
sex, and a touch of melodrama.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on Misadventures of a City Girl

Twisting Fate
My Journey with BRCA—from Breast 
Cancer Doctor to Patient and Back
by Pamela N. Munster, MD

A leading oncologist at the University 
of California–San Francisco, Dr. 
Pamela Munster has advised 
thousands of women on how to 
deal with the life-altering diagnosis 
of breast cancer. But when she got 

a call saying that her own mammogram showed “irregularities,” she 
found herself experiencing a whole new side of the disease. Weaving 
together her personal story with her team’s groundbreaking research, 
Twisting Fate is an inspiring guide to living with breast cancer.

Dereliction of Duty
Johnson, McNamara, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, and the Lies That 
Led to Vietnam
by H. R. McMaster

With research based on transcripts 
and personal accounts, Dereliction 
of Duty is a stunning analysis of 
how and why the US became 
involved in an all-out, disastrous 
war in Southeast Asia.

“Brilliant…a penetrating analysis.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

A Tall, Dark Cowboy Christmas
The Gold Valley Novels, Book 4
by Maisey Yates

McKenna came to Gold Valley aiming to  
confront her birth father. Working at the Dodge 
ranch wasn’t planned—nor was falling for 
Grant Dodge, the cowboy who keeps his heart 
roped off.

“A friends-to-lovers romance with a surprise-child twist…Friendship is set  
on fire in all the best ways…Loads of fun.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Untamed Cowboy

• Print run: 400,000

• New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author

• Romance fans love a great holiday 
romance and Maisey Yates delivers

• Includes the bonus story Snowed In with 
the Cowboy

Big Game
The NFL in Dangerous Times
by Mark Leibovich  
Read by Joe Barrett

Like millions of Americans, Mark 
Leibovich has spent more of his life 
tuned into pro football than he’d 
care to admit. The Patriots’ 2014 
Super Bowl win and the subsequent 
scandal of Deflategate set him on 

a four-year odyssey that has taken Leibovich deeper inside the NFL 
than anyone has gone before. Big Game is a hilarious and enthralling 
book and a merciless probing of America’s biggest cultural force, pro 
football, at a moment of peak success and high anxiety.

They Fought Alone
The True Story of the Starr  
Brothers, British Secret Agents  
in Nazi-Occupied France
by Charles Glass

This real-life thriller examines one of 
the last secret organizations of WWII, 
and two brothers whose ordeals 
challenged the myths of Britain’s 
wartime resistance in France. 

“A fascinating, gripping account of two 
controversial secret agents.”

—Alex Kershaw, New York Times bestselling author
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The Power of Presence
Be a Voice in Your Child’s Ear Even 
When You’re Not with Them
by Joy Thomas Moore

Moore explores seven guidelines for 
parents to positively influence their 
children and includes compelling 
stories and advice from women who 
have been through this.

“Comforting and inspiring to single moms  
and parents of all kinds.”

—Mallika Chopra, author of Living with Intent

We Fed an Island
The True Story of Rebuilding  
Puerto Rico, One Meal at a Time
by José Andrés, with Richard Wolffe

Chef José Andrés arrived in Puerto 
Rico four days after Hurricane Maria. 
The economy was destroyed, and 
for most people there was no clean 
water, no food, and no off-island 
communication. Andrés addressed 

the crisis the only way he knew how: one hot meal at a time, 
eventually cooking 100,000 meals a day. We Fed an Island describes 
how a network of community kitchens activated real change and 
offers suggestions for how to address a crisis like this in the future.

This is Portland
The City You’ve Heard You Should 
Like (People’s Guide), 2nd edition
by Alexander Barrett and Andrew 
Dickson

A guidebook of sorts, Alexander 
Barrett guides listeners to the 
quirky characters and vibe of 
Portland, Oregon, in all its fun, 
beauty, and absurdity.

“All you need to live like a true Portlander is a box of 
vegan cupcakes, a fixed-gear bike, and this book.”
—Bill Oakley, writer/producer of Portlandia and The Simpsons

The Purple Don
by Solomon
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Read by Jupiter Mangini

Joey Diamonds is on the verge 
of being a “made” man, with ice 
cold blue eyes that pierce through 
the hearts of women … and men. 
After being disowned by his mafia 
family, losing the love of his life, 

and realizing the world at large is his enemy, Joey throws extreme 
caution to the wind on his journey of self-debauchery in the name 
of fame and fortune. But self-destruction is never simply an internal 
state, and everyone around can be destroyed in the process.

Crystals for Beginners
The Guide to Get Started with  
the Healing Power of Crystals
by Karen Frazier

Balancing mind, body, and soul often 
feels impossible, but it doesn’t have 
to be a struggle. Holistic healing 
methods with crystals can help 
harness energies and establish a 
positive and healthy lifestyle. In 

Crystals for Beginners, intuitive energy healer and author Karen Frazier 
walks readers through the basics of how to become our best selves 
using crystals. Covering everything from how to start your crystal 
collection to healing methods, this guide is ideal for getting started.

What the Hell Do You Have to Lose?
Trump’s War on Civil Rights
by Juan Williams

“What the hell do you have to lose?” Donald 
Trump asked African-American voters in 2016. 
Civil rights expert Juan Williams says “quite 
a lot,” and argues why in this much-needed 
history lesson.

“Williams’ passionate cry for real discussion will inspire readers.”
—Publishers Weekly on Muzzled

• Print run: 35,000

• Juan Williams has written on American 
politics for four decades

• Williams’ writing has appeared in Time, 
the Washington Post, the Atlantic, and 
other major publications

A Dark Night in Aurora
Inside James Holmes and the 
Colorado Theater Shootings
by Dr. William H. Reid

In 2012, James Holmes killed or 
wounded seventy people in Aurora, 
Colorado. Only one man was allowed 
to record extensive interviews with 
the shooter. This is what he found.

“Reid…brings his wisdom to bear on the art and 
science of forensic mental health practice.”
—J. Reid Meloy, PhD, author of International Handbook of  

Threat Assessment, on Developing a Forensic Practice

The Ordinary Virtues
Moral Order in a Divided World
by Michael Ignatieff

Are human rights becoming a 
global ethic? This is the question 
that led Michael Ignatieff on 
an eight-nation journey to 
find how globalization effects 
our conscience and moral 
understanding.

“Ignatieff’s admirable little book represents  
a triumph of execution over conception.”

—New York Times Book Review

The Fabulous Bouvier Sisters
The Tragic and Glamorous Lives of Jackie and Lee
by Sam Kashner and Nancy Schoenberger

The Fabulous Bouvier Sisters is an evocative and 
wonderfully gossipy account of the sisters who 
represented style and class above all else, Jackie 
Kennedy Onassis and Lee Radziwill, drawing on 
new information and extensive interviews to 
explore the lives of these extraordinary women.

“An unfailingly respectful and…honest chronicle…Where this book breaks 
ground is in its ability to humanize these colossal celebs…Reads like a 

Shakespearean drama.”—USA Today on Furious Love

• Print run: 100,000

• Jackie and Lee are an essential part of the 
American cultural imagination

• Kashner has spent hours interviewing 
Lee, who is ready for the world to hear 
her side of the story

• Social media advertising

A Sense of the Mysterious
Science and the Human Spirit
by Alan Lightman

In these essays, Lightman explores 
the emotional life of science, the 
power of imagination, the creative 
moment, and the alternate ways 
in which scientists and humanists 
think about the world.

“Wonderfully perceptive… 
Finely chiseled essays.”

—Scientific American
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The Stylist
A Novel
The Amber Green Series, Book 1
by Rosie Nixon

Amber Green loves working at a 
chic boutique frequented by Mona 
Armstrong, stylist to the stars. But 
Mona is growing erratic, and if Amber 
can’t out-style all of Hollywood, she’ll 
be Mona’s latest fashion victim.

“A stylish, fun read, I absolutely loved it!”
—Jackie Collins, #1 New York Times bestselling author

10 Steps to Earning  
Awesome Grades  
(While Studying Less)
by Thomas Frank

Becoming a more effective learner 
and boosting your productivity will 
help you earn better grades—but 
it’ll also cut down on your study 
time. In Thomas Frank’s short, meaty 
audiobook, you’ll be walked through 

a multitude of how-to situations: how to pay better attention in class; 
get more out of your text books; build a better study environment; 
defeat procrastination; and more. Whether you’re in college or in high 
school, this guide can get you on the path to academic success.

The Songaminute Man
A Tribute to the Unbreakable Bond between 
Father and Son
By Simon McDermott

Ted McDermott enjoyed a long career as an 
entertainer before Alzheimer’s. As the disease 
took its toll, his son Simon found a way for them 
to connect again: carpool karaoke.

“A story about the love of a son for his father.”
—Daily Mail (London)

• Simon and Ted McDermott won the 
Pride of Britain Award in 2016 for raising 
dementia awareness

• Simon and Ted’s carpool karaoke video 
garnered over sixty million views worldwide

• The McDermott’s story has been featured 
on the BBC, The Ellen DeGeneres Show, 
and more

Elizabeth Seton
A Life
by Catherine O’Donnell

Catherine O’Donnell offers the first 
biography of Elizabeth Ann Seton 
in seven decades, the extraordinary 
story of the first native-born 
American saint in the Roman 
Catholic Church.

“Thoroughly researched and elegantly written…
For once, a biographer does this complex and 

compelling figure full justice.”
—John Loughery, author of Dagger John

War Animals
The Unsung Heroes of World War II
by Robin Hutton

Robin Hutton tells the incredible 
stories of WWII’s fifty-five 
recipients of the highest honor for 
military animals: the PDSA Dicken 
Medal, and other animals whose 
acts of heroism are less known.

“[A] sparkling and engaging portrait of a most 
remarkable and courageous animal.”

—Publishers Weekly on Sgt. Reckless

The Incurable Romantic
and Other Unsettling Revelations
by Frank Tallis

Frank Tallis recounts the 
extraordinary stories of patients 
who are, quite literally, madly in 
love. Along the way, we learn a 
great deal about neuroscience and 
the history of psychiatry.

“Leads us into the very heart of love itself.”
—Ian McEwan, author of Atonement

The Infinite Blacktop
A Novel
The Claire DeWitt Mysteries, Book 3
by Sara Gran

Claire is on her way to Las Vegas 
when she’s almost killed by a 
homicidal driver. In a haze of drugs 
and injuries, she struggles off the 
scene, determined to find her 
would-be killer’s identity.

“Delicious and addictive.”
—Salon, praise for the series

My Mother. Barack Obama.  
Donald Trump. And the Last Stand  
of the Angry White Man.
by Kevin Powell

In these essays, Kevin Powell weaves brutally 
honest personal stories with life under Obama 
and Trump, touching on sports, hip-hop, 
mental health, racism, sexism, and his complex 
relationship with his mother.

“A charismatic speaker, leader, and a very good writer.”
—Gloria Steinam, praise for the author

• Kevin Powell spent many years as the 
senior writer at Vibe magazine

• This is a book that is both deeply 
personal and a biography of 
contemporary America

• Will appeal to fans of Joan Didion’s essay 
Notes from a Native Daughter and James 
Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time

The Collected Letters of 
Donald Trump
by Anthony Atamanuik

Anthony Atamanuik is known 
for his Donald Trump comedy 
skits. Now he channels America’s 
forty-fifth president as he explores 
a collection of imaginary “letters” 
from Trump’s public and private 
life, providing fresh “insight” on the 

2016 campaign and the Trump presidency: his desperate attempts 
to repeal the Affordable Care Act; the drafted Tweets that were 
never sent; his love letters and break up note to Steve Bannon; 
and at last, the true meaning of “covfefe.”

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris
Read by Richard Armitage

This is the true story of Lale 
Sokolov, a Slovakian Jew given 
the job of tattooing prisoners at 
Auschwitz, who used the job’s 
freedom of movement to hustle for 
food to keep others alive.

“Extraordinary…I would recommend it 
unreservedly to anyone, whether they’d read  

a hundred Holocaust stories or none.”
—Graeme Simsion, New York Times bestselling author
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The Ancient Nine
A Novel
by Ian Smith

Spencer thinks his life at Harvard 
will be all about basketball and 
premed. But to his surprise, he’s in 
the running for one of Harvard’s 
elite clubs—plunging him into a 
century-old mystery.

“Pulls you into the depths of a secret world from 
the first page. Ian Smith’s novel is unmissable.”

—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Eraserheads
The Hood Misfits Series, Book 6
by Brick & Storm
Produced by Buck 50 Productions

What do you do when your work is 
used against you? This is a question 
that Auto, leader of the Eraserheads, 
faces when an unforeseen and 
dangerous situation wreaks havoc 
on everything he’s built. It’s up to him 

and his right hand, Code, along with their team of expert car thieves to 
figure out who’s behind the attacks on their livelihood. When a crafty 
con woman named Smiley and a mysterious businessman named 
Boots step onto the scene, every player becomes a pawn in a war.

Last Night With The Earl
The Devils of Dover Series, Book 2
by Kelly Bowen

After the Battle of Waterloo, all Eli 
Dawes wants is to hide away in his 
country home. But when he tries 
to sneak into his old bedroom, he’s 
shocked to find someone—Rose 
Hayward—already there.

“A charming, clever, and engaging storyteller  
not to be missed.”

—Sarah MacLean, New York Times bestselling author

The Forbidden Place
by Susanne Jansson

When Nathalie finds an 
unconscious man out on the marsh, 
she’s horrified to discover that 
someone has filled his pockets with 
gold—just like the ancient human 
sacrifices. Then Maya, the crime 
scene photographer assigned to 
the man’s case, stumbles upon 

a corpse with coin-filled pockets, and it becomes clear that a 
dangerous serial killer is on the loose. Now Nathalie will be forced 
to face the buried horrors of her past, even if it means confronting 
a dangerous killer …

Wildly into the Dark
Typewriter Poems and the Rattlings  
of a Curious Mind
by Tyler Knott Gregson

Tyler Knott Gregson is reinventing poetry for a 
new generation, using Instagram and Tumblr 
to reach his audience. Wildly into the Dark 
is his third collection, the most intimate and 
eclectic yet.

“Your heart will be stoked.”
—Christina Perri, singer/songwriter, on Chasers of the Light

• Wall Street Journal bestselling author

• Author website: TylerKnott.com

• Gregson has over 350,000 followers 
on Instagram and 45,000 followers on 
Twitter

• Will appeal to fans of Milk and Honey by 
Rupi Kaur

Every Man A King
A Short, Colorful History of 
American Populists
by Chris Stirewalt

Every Man a King tells the stories 
of America’s populist leaders, from 
an elderly Andrew Jackson brutally 
caning his would-be-assassin, to 
William Jennings Bryan’s pre-speech 
routine of prayer and food, to Ross 

Perot’s military-style campaign that made volunteers wear badges 
with stars to show rank. It is a rollicking history of an American attitude 
that has shaped not only our current moment, but also the long 
struggle over who gets to define the truths we hold to be self-evident.

The Dutch Wife
by Ellen Keith
Read by Abby Craden, Eric Martin, 
and Charlie Thurston

Amsterdam, 1943. Marijke and her 
husband are arrested and sent 
to different concentration camps 
in Germany where she is given a 
choice: slow death in the labor 
camp or join the camp brothel.

“Original and unforgettable.”
—Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling author

The Boy at the Keyhole
by Stephen Giles

When nine-year-old Samuel’s 
mother is abruptly called away to 
America, Samuel begins to suspect 
that perhaps she did not leave but 
was murdered—by none other 
than their housekeeper.

“Sinister and tight, amusing and intense, an 
emotional story…A fun and wicked read that is 

impossible to put down!”
—Matthew Sullivan, author of Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore

Gatekeeper
The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 14
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson

When multiple drug-related deaths plague 
Vermont in the course of a week, detective Joe 
Gunther vows to stop the flow of drugs into his 
beloved state.

“With his skill at evoking place and character, Mayor is always fun to read.”
—Publishers Weekly

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mayor’s books consistently receive high 
praise from publications and readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Dennis Lehane’s 
Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro 
novels, as well as Kate Flora’s Joe Burgess 
mysteries

Basketball
A Love Story
by Jackie MacMullan and 
Rafe Bartholomew

Here is a sweeping and revelatory 
history of basketball, drawing upon 
hundreds of hours of interviews 
with the greatest players, coaches, 
executives, and journalists in the 
history of the game.

“Jackie and Rafe have done a masterful job of 
historical hoops excavation.”

—Jack McCallum, New York Times bestselling author
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Trouble Brewing
by Suzanne Baltsar

Beer brewer Piper knows that the 
brewer community will assume the 
worst if she starts anything with 
one of her vendors. No way she’ll 
risk everything on a guy who might 
not stick—right?

“Come for the swoons, but stay for the  
female empowerment.”

—Amy E. Reichert, author of The Optimist’s Guide to Letting Go

Escaping the Rabbit Hole
How to Debunk Conspiracy Theories 
Using Facts, Logic, and Reason
by Mick West

The Earth is flat, the World Trade 
Center collapse was a controlled 
demolition, planes are spraying 
poison to control the weather, and  
actors faked the Sandy Hook massacre. 
These claims are false. But many 

passionately believe these conspiracy theories. In Escaping the Rabbit 
Hole, author Mick West shares over a decade’s worth of experience 
investigating and debunking conspiracy theories and sets forth a 
practical guide to helping friends and loved ones recognize the truth.

Estrogen Matters
Why Taking Hormones in Menopause 
Can Improve Women’s Well-Being 
and Lengthen Their Lives—without 
Raising the Risk of Breast Cancer
by Avrum Bluming and Carol Tavris

Fifteen years after hormone 
replacement therapy was left for 
dead, Dr. Bluming and Dr. Tavris 
present a case for its resurrection.

“I have been taking HRT for over twenty-five 
years and have no intention of stopping.”

—Phyllis Greenberger, MSW, former President and CEO of the 
Society for Women’s Health Research

Burning Ridge
The Timber Creek K-9 Mysteries, Book 4
by Margaret Mizushima

On a rugged Colorado mountain ridge, Mattie 
Cobb and her police dog partner Robo make a 
grisly discovery_and become the targets of a 
ruthless killer.

“Winning heroine…Strong debut…A realistic view of how a K-9 team works.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Killing Trail

• Print run: 55,000

• The first in the series earned Mizushima 
a nomination for best debut mystery 
author by RT Book Reviews

•  Mattie and her canine partner Robo are 
sure to win the hearts of mystery lovers 
and animal lovers alike

This Land
America, Lost and Found
by Dan Barry

These narratives from New York 
Times writer Dan Barry chronicle the 
American working class, capturing 
a nation flawed and exceptional, 
paralyzed and ascendant, as cruel 
and violent as it is benevolent.

“Dan Barry gives dignity even to the darkest corners 
of the American experience. He is the closest thing 

we have to a contemporary Steinbeck.”
—Colum McCann, National Book Award–winning author

Lake Success
A Novel
by Gary Shteyngart

Barry Cohen manages a $2.4 billion 
hedge fund. Deeply stressed by 
an SEC investigation and his son’s 
autism, he flees New York in search 
of a simpler life with his college 
sweetheart, whom he hasn’t 
spoken to in years.

“The novel is stupendous.”
—Elizabeth Gilbert, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Pure
Inside the Evangelical Movement that Shamed a 
Generation of Young Women and How I Broke Free
by Linda Kay Klein

Linda Kay Klein grew up with purity-focused 
sex education depicting girls as “stumbling 
blocks” for boys, and girl’s sexuality as character 
flaws. Pure is a wake-up call about evangelical 
subjugation of women.

“Shows us how the system of mind-and-body shaming works within a religious  
movement so culturally and politically influential that it must be understood by us all.”

—Gloria Steinem

• Klein has spent her career working at the 
cross section of faith, gender, and social 
change

• Regional author tour

• Online promotions and features

• National TV and radio satellite tours

• NPR sponsorships

The Dinosaur Artist
Obsession, Betrayal, and the Quest 
for Earth’s Ultimate Trophy
by Paige Williams

Take a look into the international 
fossil trade through the true story 
of one man’s attempt to sell a Gobi 
Desert dinosaur skeleton from 
Mongolia, a nation that forbids 
trafficking in natural history.

“A strange, irresistible, and beautifully  
written story…Extraordinary.”

—Rebecca Skloot, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Summer at the Garden Cafe
A Novel
The Finfarran Peninsula Series, Book 2
by Felicity Hayes-McCoy
Read by Marcella Riordan

Jazz—daughter of Hanna Casey—
has a secret. But Hanna learns all 
Casey women have secrets when 
she finds her great aunt’s journal.

“A delicious feast of a novel.”
—Cathy Kelly, author of The Year That Changed Everything,  

on The Library at the Edge of the World

The Challenge Culture
Why the Most Successful 
Organizations Run on Pushback
by Nigel Travis

We live in a world where the 
move from success to failure can 
happen in a flash. Customers, 
competition, changing societal 
mores, and technology can bring 
on existential crisis. But as Dunkin’ 

Brands Chairman and CEO Nigel Travis shows in The Challenge 
Culture, businesses can cope with change and go on to thrive by 
instituting a culture that supports positive pushback: questioning 
everything without trashing anything or anyone.
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The Guilty Dead
The Monkeewrench Series, Book 9
by P. J. Tracy

Gregory Norwood, Minnesota’s 
most beloved philanthropist, is 
found holding a smoking gun, 
dead, one year after his son’s death. 
But this is no suicide, and Grace 
MacBride aims to prove it.

“As this series expands, the rapport between 
characters and the highly intriguing plots make 

it one worth reading and rereading.”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Snow Blind

In Want of a Knife
The Little Library Mysteries, Book 3
by Elizabeth Kane Buzzelli

Several young girls are missing, 
and amateur sleuths Jenny Wilson 
and Zoe Zola investigate. But they’ll 
also need to investigate the new 
family in town seeking to ingratiate 
themselves to locals.

“Suspenseful…A riveting climax will have  
readers on the edge of their seats.”
—Publishers Weekly on She Stopped for Death

Billion Dollar Whale
The Man Who Fooled Wall Street, 
Hollywood, and the World
by Tom Wright and Bradley Hope

Billion Dollar Whale reveals how 
a young social climber pulled off 
one of the biggest financial heists 
in history—right under the nose of 
the global financial industry.

“Billion Dollar Whale proves once again that 
truth is stranger than fiction.”

—Gregory A. Coleman, retired FBI special agent

The Christmas Sisters
by Sarah Morgan

The McBride sisters all have 
different reasons for finding the 
holiday season challenging. Will 
they be able to make this the 
magical family Christmas their 
mother has always dreamed of?

“This touching Christmas tale will draw tears  
of sorrow and joy, remaining a reader favorite  

for years to come.”
—Publisher’s Weekly (starred review) on Sleigh Bells in the Snow

Goddesses
Mysteries of the Feminine Divine
by Joseph Campbell
Edited by Safron Elsabeth Rossi
Read by Braden Wright

These lectures trace the evolution 
of the feminine divine and reveal 
how it symbolizes the archetype 
of transformation, initiation, and 
inspiration.

“Campbell has become…a serious thinker who 
has been embraced by the popular culture.”

—Newsweek, praise for the author

Romance of the Grail
The Magic and Mystery of 
Arthurian Myth
by Joseph Campbell
Edited by Evans Lansing Smith
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

Campbell’s works on the Arthurian 
romances of the Middle Ages 
reveal Merlin, Gawain, Guinevere, 
and more.

“Concise essential readings on Arthurian 
mythology…Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal

The New Science of Radical Innovation
The Six Competencies Leaders Need to Win in a 
Complex World
by Sunnie Giles
Read by Janet Metzger

Most traditional companies are still built for 
the old-world economy. Companies that thrive 
today use a groundbreaking, science-based 
approach for dramatic and permanent results.

“This book will give you the insights, strategies, and behaviors to redefine the 
rules of the game.”

—Sean Covey, #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author

• Giles consults with Fortune 500 
companies and new industry disruptors 
on leadership strategy

• Giles’ recent research on global 
leadership for innovation has been 
published by Harvard Business Review 
and London School of Economics Review

• Author website: SunnieGiles.com

Guess Who
by Chris McGeorge

At age eleven, Morgan Sheppard 
solved a murder, a move that landed 
him on TV solving simple crimes. 
But Sheppard will be tested when 
he wakes up in a hotel, trapped with 
five strangers and a corpse.

“Packed with gripping twists and turns,  
Guess Who is an inventive, entertaining locked 

room mystery that kept me utterly hooked.”
—Adam Hamdy, author of Pendulum

Read and Gone
The Haunted Library Mysteries, Book 2
by Allison Brook

Twenty million dollars’ worth of missing gems 
brings Carrie Singleton’s dad back into her life, 
and it’s up to Carrie to clear his name. Could the 
answers lie in the very library where she works? 
Determined to find the jewels herself, she turns 
up a treasure trove of suspects.

“A charming cozy town, a spunky heroine, and a mystery  
that grabs you from page one.”

—Peg Cochran, author of Dead and Berried, on Death Overdue

• The first book in the series has received a 
lot of praise from major publications and 
bestselling authors

• Will appeal to fans of Jenn McKinlay and 
Leslie Meier

• Also available: Death Overdue

• Author website: MarilynLevinson.com

The Embattled Vote in 
America
From the Founding to the Present
by Allan J. Lichtman

Bestselling author Allan Lichtman 
calls attention to the founders’ 
crucial error: leaving voting rights 
to the discretion of the states rather 
than establishing suffrage as a 
universal right.

“Lichtman has written what may be the most 
important book of the year.”

—The Hill on The Case for Impeachment
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Scar
by Margo
Produced by Buck 50 Productions

Tineya has experienced a lot of 
trauma in her short life. Losing both 
parents has left a broken, weak 
soul. As if that’s not enough, she’s 
left with physical wounds that no 
woman should have to deal with. 
More than just bad memories, 

Tineya’s wound runs deeper. What would you do if everybody 
could see the remnants of one unforgettable night that changed 
your life? Follow Tineya as she hunts for acceptance from others, 
but most of all, from herself.

The Killing Room
The China Thrillers Series, Book 3
by Peter May
Read by Peter Forbes

When a mass grave is discovered, 
detective Li Yan is sent to Shanghai 
to investigate but must work 
with two formidable women: 
pathologist Margaret Campbell and 
a Crime Squad deputy.

“A brisk, solidly plotted police procedural,  
with lots of gritty forensic details.”

—Mystery Scene

Heartland
A Memoir of Working Hard and Being 
Broke in the Richest Country on Earth
by Sarah Smarsh

Born in 1980s Kansas to a family 
trapped by cyclical poverty, Smarsh 
offers her life story as a way to 
analyze America’s class divide and 
the stereotypes surrounding the 
nation’s less fortunate.

“Smarsh, as a writer, is Authentic with a capital 
A…This is just what the world needs to hear.”

—George Hodgman, New York Times bestselling author

Josh and Hazel’s Guide to Not Dating
by Christina Lauren

Josh always thought of his longtime friend 
Hazel as more spectacle than peer. But after the 
chaos of a cheating girlfriend, going out with 
Hazel is a relief. Not that they date—at least not 
each other. Because setting each other up on 
progressively terrible double blind dates means 
there’s nothing between them … right?

“A triumph…A true joy from start to finish.”
—Kristin Harmel, author of The Room on Rue Amélie, on Love and Other Words

• New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author

• A kooky romp through a romantic 
experience many can relate to: dating, 
but not “dating”

• Will appeal to fans of Helena Hunting 
and Becky Albertalli

Leave No Trace
A Novel
by Mindy Mejia

Ten years after a man and his son 
disappeared in the wilderness, the 
boy reappears. Therapist Maya 
Stark tries to connect with him. 
With secrets of her own, she’ll risk 
all to uncover his story.

“Dark and atmospheric…The perfect  
combination of gorgeous prose and  

edge-of-your-seat storytelling.”
—Kimberly Belle, author of The Marriage Lie

Scheming for Love
by Blake Karrington

Gloria Parker is the proud mother of two and the 
wife of a hardworking man. Although her job is 
a dangerous one, she would never do anything 
to risk losing her family—until she falls for a man 
named Raymond Jackson. She was supposed to 
kill him, but now that she can’t resist him, all that 
she holds dear will be placed in jeopardy.

“Blake Karrington’s no-holds-barred style of writing will captivate the reader, 
drawing them into the story from page one.”

—Shannon Holmes, author of B-More Careful, on The King of the South

• Blake Karrington is active on Facebook 
with over 31,000 followers

• Will appeal to fans of Treasure 
Hernandez, Chunichi, and Ashley & 
JaQuavis

• Other books by Karrington are also 
available

The Person You Mean to Be
How Good People Fight Bias
by Dolly Chugh
Read by Soneela Nankani

Many believe in equality, diversity, 
and inclusion, but how does one 
stand up for those values in a 
turbulent world? Here is the smart, 
“semi-bold” person’s guide to 
fighting for what you believe in.

“An engaging, evidence-based book… 
Dolly Chugh makes a convincing case.”
—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author

Lights on the Sea
by Miquel Reina
Translated by Catherine E. Nelson

In a house clinging to the edge of 
a cliff live Mary Rose and Harold 
Grapes, a retired couple still 
mourning the death of their son 
thirty-five years before. Weighed 
down by decades of grief and 
memories, the Grapeses have never 

moved past the tragedy. Then, they’re uprooted by a violent 
storm. The disbelieving Grapeses and their home take a slide into 
the sea and float away, and Mary Rose and Harold are delivered 
from decades of sorrow by the ebb and flow of the waves.

Under Fire
Reporting from the Front Lines of 
the Trump White House
by April Ryan
Read by Janina Edwards

April Ryan takes us inside the 
confusion and chaos of the Trump 
White House to understand how 
she and other reporters adjusted to 
the new normal.

“April Ryan provides accurate, historic information 
and perspective…A must-read for truth seekers.”

—Martin Luther King, III

The Revolution Generation
How Millennials Can Save America 
and the World (before It’s Too Late)
by Josh Tickell

Millennials’ connectivity and global 
awareness have created astonishing 
new opportunities but have also 
come at a time of peril. According to 
the UN, today’s youth face the ten 
largest global crises in human history.  

While these challenges may be daunting, Millennials are part of the 
largest, most educated, most digitally plugged-in generation to date, 
and The Revolution Generation elucidates their often-overlooked 
strengths and shows how they can build a brighter future.
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Connecting the Dots
Lessons for Leadership in a  
Startup World
by John Chambers, with Diane Brady

Over twenty years, John Chambers 
transformed the company Cisco into 
a tech giant that’s the backbone 
of the internet. When Chambers 
stepped down as executive chair, he 
left a company that didn’t just shape 

the first internet era but is leading the next wave of innovation in 
areas from cyber-security to self-driving cars. Now, in collaboration 
with journalist Diane Brady, Chambers shares the stories and 
strategies that helped his company win again and again.

The Death of Hitler
The Final Word
by Jean-Christophe Brisard and 
Lana Parshina

After years of negotiations 
with Russian authorities, Jean-
Christophe Brisard and Lana 
Parshina were finally granted 
access to secret files detailing the 
Soviets’ hunt to find and recover 

Hitler’s body. And buried in those archives they found much 
more. In The Death of Hitler, the authors add new context and 
perspective to Hitler’s final hours and the days of chaos and 
mystery that followed his death.

Scary God
Introducing the Fear of the Lord  
to the Post-Modern Church
by Mattie Montgomery

Mattie Montgomery strongly 
believes God longs for the church 
to know him in all the ways he truly 
exists. One of those ways instills a 
healthy fear of the Lord. Scary God 
reminds a post-modern church of 

the indescribable power that is at work in them and around them. 
This same power that made prophets fall down as dead, hiding 
their face, terrified to be before God. This book will bring a new 
understanding to “If God is for us, who can be against us?”

Your Money, Your Marriage
The Secrets to Smart Finance, 
Spicy Romance, and Their Intimate 
Connection
by Cherie Lowe and Brian Lowe

In Your Money, Your Marriage, Brian 
and Cherie Lowe offer straight talk 
and power principles for getting your 
finances back on track so you can get 
back to your romance.

“Compelling, inspiring, and practical.”
—Margaret Feinberg, author of Wonderstruck,  

on Slaying the Debt Dragon by Cherie Lowe

He Held Radical Light
The Art of Faith, the Faith of Art
by Christian Wiman

What is it we want when we can’t 
stop wanting? And how do we make 
that hunger productive? Christian 
Wiman explores these questions 
and more in his moving dedication 
to poetry and poets alike.

“This is an original, necessary, and illuminating 
book: it shines a light on an often overlooked 

aspect of poetry, and on Wiman’s own work, too.”
—Paul Elie, author of Reinventing Bach, on Joy: 100 Poems

Voices of a People’s History 
of the United States,  
10th Anniversary Edition
by Howard Zinn and Anthony Arnove

Here are selected testimonies to 
living history—speeches, letters, 
poems, songs—offered by the 
people who make history happen, 
but are often left out of history books: 
women, workers, nonwhites. New 

voices featured in this tenth anniversary edition include Chelsea 
Manning, Naomi Klein, a member of Dream Defenders, members of 
the Undocumented Youth movement, a member of the Day Laborers 
movement, and several critics of the Obama administration.

Harms’ Way
by Thomas Rayfiel

Harms’ Way takes us into a super-max detention 
facility where the most psychotic killers are kept. 
Yet as we get to know Ethan, hero of Harm’s 
Way, we find ourselves uncomfortably at home. 
Thomas Rayfiel poses disturbing questions 
about our fundamental qualities as moral 
beings.

“A teetering, scary, vibrant, and funny book, alternately spare as a cornfield  
and rich with gently surreal invention.”

—Jonathan Lethem, New York Times bestselling author, on Colony Girl

• Rayfiel’s Colony Girl was a Los Angeles 
Times Notable Book of the Year

• Rayfiel’s books have been favorably 
reviewed in the New York Times, the New 
Yorker, People, Bookforum, and many 
other publications

• Author website: ThomasRayfiel.com

American Prison
A Reporter’s Undercover Journey 
into the Business of Punishment
by Shane Bauer

In 2015 Shane Bauer was hired for 
nine dollars an hour to work as an 
entry-level prison guard at a private 
prison. In American Prison, Bauer 
tells the full, horrific story of his 
own experiences.

“A potent, necessary broadside against 
incarceration in the US.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

The Man Who Walked 
Backward
An American Dreamer’s Search for 
Meaning in the Great Depression
by Ben Montgomery

After months of struggling through 
the Great Depression, Plennie Wingo 
decided it was time to do something 
extraordinary. He decided to walk 
around the world—backwards.

“Montgomery’s vivid storytelling resurrects the 
strange and wonderful Plennie Wingo.”

—Andrea Pitzer, author of One Long Night

Season of Wonder
The Haven Point Series, Book 9
by RaeAnne Thayne

Haven Point, Idaho, was the last place 
veterinarian Daniella Capelli thought she’d wind 
up, but a job offer she desperately needs leads 
her and her two daughters there. Everything 
is perfect—except that she’s falling for Ruben 
Morales, whose life couldn’t be more different 
from her own.

“RaeAnne has a knack for capturing those emotions that come from the heart.”
—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Thayne is known for heartwarming 
romances that celebrate small-town 
bonds and family ties

• Perfect for fans of Debbie Macomber, 
Robyn Carr, and Susan Mallery
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Know Your Value, Revised Edition
Women, Money, and Getting What You’re Worth
by Mika Brzezinski

Why are women so often overlooked and 
underpaid? In her bestselling 2011 manifesto 
Knowing Your Value—now updated, renamed, 
and expanded—Mika takes an in-depth look 
at how women can achieve their deserved 
recognition and financial worth.

“A thoughtful look at how women can quit getting in their own way.”
—Publishers Weekly

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mika Brzezinski is an MSNBC anchor and 
cohost of Morning Joe

• Brzezinski is active on Twitter and Facebook, 
with over 775,000 followers combined

• Features interviews with Sheryl Sandberg, 
Joy Behar, Valerie Jarrett, and more

The Mountain
The Valley Trilogy, Book 2
by Helen Bryan
Read by Kate Reading

The frontier of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, 1783. In the years 
since the first settlers arrived, 
looking to build new lives, the 
township of Grafton has flourished. 
Together, European immigrants, 

Native Americans, indentured servants, and former slaves have 
established a tight-knit community. As time passes and America 
becomes a nation, newcomers make their mark, fortunes are won 
and lost, and loyalties are tested in the march of history.

Three Little Lies
by Laura Marshall

Long-buried events in the shared 
past of two flat-mates Ellen and 
Sasha, mean that Ellen has good 
reason to be frightened by Sasha’s 
recent disappearance—not only for 
Sasha, but also for herself.

“Cleverly plotted…[An] utterly riveting 
psychological thriller.”

—Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author,  
on Friend Request

Must Love Dogs:  
Bark & Roll Forever
The Must Love Dogs Series, Book 4
by Claire Cook

Sarah and John are at last going to live 
together—but where? On top of that, 
Sarah’s teaching assistant has a secret, 
her niece has a troublesome boyfriend, 
and her dad gets a job to find love.

“A tart slice-of-the-single-life worth reading…
Breezy first-person narration makes this a fast 

paced, humorous diversion.”
—Publishers Weekly on Must Love Dogs

In Her Bones
A Novel
by Kate Moretti

Edie, the adult daughter of a dead 
murderer, secretly checks in on the 
families of her mother’s victims. 
Then a man in one of the families 
is killed—and even Edie isn’t sure if 
she did it or not.

“Riveting twists and turns…Meticulously 
crafted…Another stellar contribution to the 

suspense genre.”
—Liz Fenton and Lisa Steinke, authors of The Good Widow

You Are a Mogul
How to Do the Impossible, Do It 
Yourself, and Do It Now
by Tiffany Pham

Tiffany Pham shares her story of 
entrepreneurial success and offers 
actionable advice to crush life and 
work by over-delivering, while 
remaining your authentic self.

“If you have been looking for a book to help you 
put your dreams into action, You Are a Mogul  

is the book to read.”
—Susan Lucci, Emmy Award–winning actress

Anxiety: The Missing Stage 
of Grief
A Revolutionary Approach to 
Understanding and Healing the 
Impact of Loss
by Claire Bidwell Smith

Backed by research and interviews, 
Claire Bidwell Smith breaks down 
the physiology of anxiety in order 
to help heal anxiety caused by loss.

“This trailblazing book will help many.”
—Cheryl Strayed, New York Times bestselling author

A Notorious Vow
The Four Hundred Series, Book 3
by Joanna Shupe

Lady Christina Barclay has arrived 
in New York City to quickly secure 
a wealthy husband. But when her 
parents settle on an intolerable 
suitor, Christina turns to her 
reclusive neighbor.

“A sexually charged, intense, poignant,  
and powerfully written love story.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Magnate

Half a Life
A Novel
by V. S. Naipaul

In a narrative that moves with 
dreamlike swiftness from India to 
England to Africa, V. S. Naipaul has 
produced his finest novel to date, 
a bleakly resonant study of the 
fraudulent bargains that make up 
an identity.

“Naipaul is a master of English prose, and the 
prose of Half a Life is as clean and cold as a knife.”

—J. M. Coetzee, Nobel Prize–winning author

Adrift
A True Story of Tragedy on the Icy Atlantic and 
the One Who Lived to Tell about It
by Brian Murphy, with Toula Vlahou

In the tradition of Into Thin Air and In the Heart 
of the Sea, Adrift brings listeners to the edge of 
human limits, where every frantic decision and 
every desperate act may be life saver or life taker.

“A solid entry in the perennially popular canon of real-life adventure stories.”
—Booklist on 81 Days below Zero

• Print run: 40,000

•  New York Times bestselling author

•  A survival story in the tradition of this 
proven genre’s best, from authors such 
as Mitchell Zuckoff, Hampton Sides, Jon 
Krakauer, and Sebastian Junger

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success • (cdch) 7 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146350 $69.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Historical
(chuf) 12 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9781543695342 $54.99

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological
(cicr) 9 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145810 $90.99
PLWY 9781549120503 $64.99

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary
(cpgn) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982536916 $55.00
MP3-CD 9781982536930 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
(cpl2) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508267195 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Business & Economics / Women in Business
(cpl3) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508267164 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Self-Help / Anxieties & Phobias
(cl4k) 8 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146510 $76.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Romance / Historical / Victorian
(cpts) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982553760 $59.99
MP3-CD 9781982553784 $39.99 PLWY

Available 9/18/18
Fiction / Literary
(cjxt) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538555033 $55.00
MP3-CD 9781538555057 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
History / United States / 19th Century • (cicu) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146428 $69.99 PLWY 9781549120497 $59.99
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Ponti
by Sharlene Teo

The Lost Queen
The Lost Queen Series, Book 1
by Signe Pike

Betty Ford
First Lady, Women’s Advocate, Survivor, 
Trailblazer
by Lisa McCubbin

Rage Becomes Her
The Power of Women’s Anger
by Soraya Chemaly

Handcrafted
by Clint Harp
Read by the author

Mad Politics
Keeping Your Sanity in a World Gone Crazy
by Dr. Gina Loudon
Read by Teri Schnaubelt

Becoming Brave
How to Think Big, Dream Wildly,  
and Live Fear Free
by Tracey Mitchell

Adam Smith
Father of Economics
by Jesse Norman

The Caregiver
by Samuel Park

Sticks and Stones
by Eric Pete
Produced by Buck 50 Productions

Full Circle
by Ayana Ellis

Diary of a Mad First Lady
by DiShan Washington
Produced by Buck 50 Productions

Daddy’s Little Girl
By Brittani Williams

Chill
End Anxiety and Sleep Well
by Dr. Mort Orman and Dr. Larry Iverson

The Storyteller’s Secret
A Novel
by Sejal Badani
Read by Siiri Scott

The Paris Seamstress
by Natasha Lester

Reckless
Henry Kissinger’s Responsibility for the 
Tragedy in Vietnam
by Robert K. Brigham

Pull It Off
Removing Your Fears and Putting On 
Confidence
by Julianna Zobrist

Dr. Benjamin Rush
The Founding Father Who Healed a 
Wounded Nation
by Harlow Giles Unger

Nua’ll
The Silver Ships Series, Book 11
by S. H. Jucha

Charmcaster
The Spellslinger Series, Book 3
by Sebastien de Castell

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Literary
(cm6h) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508261278 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Fiction / Historical
(cnlj) 18 hours • 14 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508265177 $69.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Biography & Autobiography / Women
(copj) 14 hours • 11 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508265955 $69.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Social Science / Women’s Studies
(cpar) 11 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508266600 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Biography & Autobiography / Entertainment 
& Performing Arts
(cpbc) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508266457 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Political Science / Political Ideologies / 
Conservatism & Liberalism
(cnsp) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781978607743 $74.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
(cnt0) 8 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781978621879 $59.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Biography & Autobiography / Business
(cidp) 10 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549174322 $100.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Fiction / Literary
(cqll) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508268031 $49.99

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / African American / General
(cfmy) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538529096 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781538529119 $29.95

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / African American / Urban Life
(cfn0) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538529270 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781538529294 $29.95

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / African American / Romance
(cfmx) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538529003 $76.00
MP3-CD 9781538529027 $29.95

Available 9/4/18
Fiction / African American / Urban Life
(cfmz) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538529188 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781538529201 $29.95

Available 9/4/18
Health & Fitness / Sleep & Sleep Disorders
(copz) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982524715 $65.00
MP3-CD 9781982524739 $24.95

Simultaneous Release 9/1/18
Fiction / Family Life
(cc7z) 13 hours • 11 CDs
LIB-CD 9781543658309 $75.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Fiction / Historical
(cl44) 13.5 hours • 12 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146022 $118.99
PLWY 9781549120510 $79.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
History / Military / Vietnam War
(cidh) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146480 $118.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational
(cida) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146268 $69.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Biography & Autobiography / Historical
(con5) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549174353 $90.99

Available 9/11/18
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera
(crhi) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982557249 $105.00
MP3-CD 9781982557263 $29.95

Available 9/18/18
(ckxj) 10 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146145 $100.99
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American like Me
Reflections on Life between Cultures
by America Ferrera

Ranging from the heartfelt to the hilarious, the 
first-person accounts collected here by actress 
and activist America Ferrera shine a light on the 
quintessentially American experience of growing 
up between cultures and struggling to establish a 
sense of self, find belonging, and feel seen.

• America Ferrera is an award-winning 
actress, producer, director, and activist

• Ferrera has won a Golden Globe and an 
Emmy as well as the Screen Actors Guild, 
ALMA, and Imagen Awards 

• Ferrera is an advocate for human and civil 
rights and was the opening speaker at the 
Women’s March on Washington in 2017

SEAL Camp
The Tall, Dark, and Dangerous Novels, Book 12
by Suzanne Brockmann

Thanks to his battered knees, Jim Slade is the 
slowest member of his SEAL team. He reluctantly 
takes medical leave and spends his “vacation” as 
an instructor. Ashley DeWitt is a total pushover. 
Then she signs up for a session at a camp called 
SEAL World and is assigned to Jim’s team …

“Beautifully written and as heart-gripping as it is satisfying.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on Some Kind of Hero

• New York Times bestselling author

• Author website: SuzanneBrockmann.com

• Will appeal to fans of the Hero series by 
M. S. Parker

• Many other titles by Brockmann are also 
available from Blackstone

The Third Option
Hope for a Racially Divided Nation
by Miles McPherson
Foreword by Drew Brees

Miles McPherson, founder of the 
Rock Church in San Diego, argues 
that we must see people not by 
the color of their skin, but as Christ 
sees them—humans created in the 
image of God.

“A discussion about race that we desperately 
need…A must read.” 

—Bishop T. D. Jakes, senior pastor, the Potters House

Battle for Loot Lake
An Unofficial Fortnite Adventure 
Novel
The Trapped in Battle Royale Series, 
Book 2
by Devin Hunter

Grey has been sucked into a hacked, 
virtual reality version of Fortnite 
Battle Royale along with one hundred 
other players. To get home, he must 

become one of the top-five players before the season ends, or he’s 
stuck in Fortnite for another two months. But before Grey can aspire 
to beat the top player he has to get through the rival players just 
above him.

My Real Name is Hanna
by Tara Lynn Masih

Inspired by real events, this 
poignant novel is a powerful 
coming-of-age story that 
celebrates the sustaining bonds 
of family, the beauty of a helping 
hand, and the tenacity of the 
human spirit.

“A powerful, revelatory leap of  imagination… 
Unforgettable.”—Greg Dawson, author of Hiding in the 

Spotlight

How to Speak Science
Gravity, Relativity, and Other Ideas 
That Were Crazy until Proven Brilliant
by Bruce Benamran

In How to Speak Science, scientist 
and YouTube personality Bruce 
Benamran reminds us that, in this age 
of smartphones, artificial intelligence, 
supercomputers, and other cutting-
edge technology, we’ve lost touch 

with many of the most basic science concepts that launched our 
information age. And in simple, math-free explanations and just-
the-good-parts historical recaps, he shows us that history’s greatest 
scientists and discoveries don’t have to remain beyond our grasp.

Twin Dragon’s Destiny
The Dragon Lords of Valdier Series, 
Book 11
by S.E. Smith

Haunted by visions of her death 
and searching for answers, Delila 
instead runs across twin dragons 
from another world. Will she open 
her heart to them and accept this 
second chance?

“S.E. Smith transports the readers to another galaxy 
with her tales of sci-fi adventure and true love.”

—Veronica Scott, author of the Sectors series,  
on Cornering Carmen

Black Flags, Blue Waters
The Epic History of America’s Most 
Notorious Pirates
by Eric Jay Dolin

Set against the backdrop of the Age 
of Exploration, Black Flags, Blue 
Waters reveals the dramatic history 
of American piracy’s “Golden Age,” 
when pirates plied the waters of 
North America.

“A masterly and vivid account of the pirates who 
operated around America’s coasts.”

—David Cordingly, author of Under the Black Flag

The Improbable Wendell 
Willkie
The Businessman Who Saved the 
Republican Party and His Country, 
and Conceived a New World Order
by David Levering Lewis

David Levering Lewis reveals in this 
news-making reclamation that the 
story of this Hoosier-born corporate 
chairman’s life is the story of an 

America that could have been.

“Absorbing and all-too-timely…Lewis has painted 
a compelling portrait.”

—Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Soul of America

How to Be a Good Creature
A Memoir in Thirteen Animals
by Sy Montgomery

Sy Montgomery’s life is informed 
by the creatures she meets. 
This memoir reflects on the 
personalities and quirks of thirteen 
animals—Sy’s friends—and the 
truths revealed by their grace.

“Essential reading for anyone who loves  
animals and knows how much they can teach  

us about being human.”
—Gwen Cooper, author of Homer’s Odyssey

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Social Science / Emigration & Immigration • (cnlm) 10.5 hours • 247 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508252733 $49.99

Available 9/11/18
Fiction / Romance / Military • (cssz) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982572037 $55.00 MP3-CD 9781982572198 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18
Religion / Christian Life / Social Issues
(csrn) 9 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508277064 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure / General
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LIB-CD 9781982576141 $30.00
MP3-CD 9781982576165 $19.95

Simultaneous Release 9/15/18
Young Adult Fiction / Biographical
(csud) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982573355 $69.00
MP3-CD 9781982573379 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18
Science / Reference
(csuq) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982573676 $90.00
MP3-CD 9781982573690 $29.95

Available 9/11/18
Fiction / Romance / Fantasy
(csu3) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982572891 $69.00
MP3-CD 9781982572914 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
History / Maritime History & Piracy
(cqa7) 13 hours • 11 CDs
LIB-CD 9781684413843 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18
Biography & Autobiography / Political
(cqaj) 12 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9781684411689 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18
Nature / Animals / General
(cq9w) 7 hours • 6 CDs
LIB-CD 9781684414123 $70.99
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YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S  March
The Magic Misfits: The Second Story
The Magic Misfits Series, Book 2
by Neil Patrick Harris

Leila turned her hardship into skill by becoming 
an escape artist—a valuable trait when 
belonging to a group of magical best friends. 
When a famous psychic comes to town, 
however, Leila and her pals won’t be able to 
escape the big mystery heading their way.

“A rollicking ride of a magical tale that’s wholesomely suspenseful,  
values friendship, and applauds courage.”

—School Library Journal on The Magic Misfits

• Print run: 250,000

• A New York Times bestselling series

• Neil Patrick Harris is an accomplished 
actor and comedian, whose first book in 
the series stayed on the New York Times 
bestseller list for twelve weeks

• National author tour

Captain Underpants and 
the Wrath of the Wicked 
Wedgie Woman
The Captain Underpants Series, Book 5
by Dav Pilkey

George and Harold are always good 
at using their imaginations, and that 
drives their teacher crazy! But this time, 
they’ve come up with much more than 
a prank—they’ve created a MONSTER!

“Combines empowerment and empathy with 
age-appropriate humor and action.”

—Booklist, praise for the series

Squirm
by Carl Hiaasen

This summer, Billy Dickens must 
fly across the country, hike a 
mountain, float a river, dodge a 
grizzly bear, shoot down a spy 
drone, save a neighbor’s cat, and 
try to save his own father.

“Humorous adventure tales just don’t get any 
more wacked…or fun to read than this.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Chomp

Unbelievably Boring Bart
by James Patterson and Duane 
Swierczynski

Okay, so maybe Bart is only a hero 
in the video game app he created. 
But if he reveals his identity as 
the genius behind the game, he’ll 
become the most popular kid in 
school!

“Entertaining from the start…Wish fulfillment 
with surprising meat.”

—Kirkus Reviews

Impostors
The Impostors Series, Book 1
by Scott Westerfeld

In his return to the Uglies universe, 
Scott Westerfeld presents the story 
of Frey, a body double trained to 
protect her own twin. Despite her 
perfect act, someone might just see 
right through her.

“A gripping look at a dystopian future… 
A masterfully complex and vivid civilization…

Nearly impossible to put down.”
—School Library Journal on Pretties

Oh My Goth
by Gena Showalter

Since losing her mother years ago, 
Jade has found comfort in Goth 
subculture. But when she enters an 
alternate reality where Goth is the 
new preppy, she may rethink her 
non-conformist ways.

“Utterly unique and absolutely riveting.”
—Sarah J. Maas, #1 New York Times  

bestselling author, on Firstlife

Weather or Not
The Upside-Down Magic Series, Book 5
by Emily Jenkins, Lauren Myracle, 
and Sarah Mlynowski

When Willa’s magic rains, classrooms 
get flooded. She hates being the 
source of such sogginess, which 
threatens to flood all her friendships. 
Can the magic be used to make the 
clouds disappear?

“A deftly balanced mixture of otherwordly 
effects, humor, and action.”

— Kirkus Reviews, praise for the series

The Princess in Black, 
Books 4-6
The Princess in Black Takes a 
Vacation; The Princess in Black and 
the Mysterious Playdate; The Princess 
in Black and the Science Fair Scare
by Shannon Hale
Read by Dean Hale

Books 4–6 in Shannon & Dean Hale’s 
New York Times bestselling series: 

Who says princesses don’t wear black?

“This charmingly told book has…a great message: 
you can’t judge a princess by the color of her gown.”

—New York Times Book Review

Escaping from Houdini
The Stalking Jack the Ripper Series, Book 3
by Kerri Maniscalco

A luxurious ocean liner becomes a floating 
prison of madness and horror when passengers 
are murdered one by one—with nowhere to 
run from the killer. Can Audrey Rose unravel the 
mystery before the killer’s horrifying finale?

“A gripping mystery with a compelling heroine and  
just the right touch of romance.”

—Kirkus Reviews

• Print run: 150,000

•  New York Times bestselling author

•  The first two books in this series were 
both highly acclaimed New York Times 
young adult bestsellers

• This series has seen to robust promotion 
by James Patterson

And the Ocean Was Our Sky
by Patrick Ness

When the proud whales of 
Bathsheba’s pod attack a ship 
bobbing on the surface of the 
Abyss, they expect to find easy prey. 
Instead, they find the trail of a myth, 
perhaps the devil himself.

“Ness offers incisive appraisals of violence, power, 
and human nature…One of the most important 

works of young adult science fiction in recent years.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Monsters of Men

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic • (cici) 4 hours • 4 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145667 $29.99

Available 9/25/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories
(comg) 6 hours • 5 CDs
LIB-CD 9781338312713 $62.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories
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LIB-CD 9781524754815 $95.99

Simultaneous Release 9/3/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories
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LIB-CD 9781549145704 $29.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /  
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LIB-CD 9781338311136 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Science Fiction / General
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LIB-CD 9781982542887 $59.99
MP3-CD 9781982542900 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18 • For ages 8–12
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LIB-CD 9781338314243 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Superheroes
(crm6) 1 hour • 1 CD
LIB-CD 9780735210103 $46.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Horror • (cich) 9 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549145681 $90.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Literary
(cpak) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982551094 $49.99
MP3-CD 9781982551117 $39.99
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A Witch Alone
The Apprentice Witch Series, Book 2
by James Nicol

Arianwyn is a fully qualified witch, 
but somehow magic doesn’t 
feel any easier than it did in her 
apprentice days. What’s more, the 
High Elder has set her a dangerous 
secret mission.

“Will at once open a new and imaginative world.”
—Jennifer Nielsen, New York Times bestselling author,  

on The Apprentice Witch

Winnie’s Great War
by Lindsay Mattick and Josh Greenhut

Winnie’s Great War is a heartwarming and 
beautifully told imagining of the real journey 
undertaken by the extraordinary bear who 
inspired Winnie-the-Pooh. This beautifully told 
story is a triumphant blending of deep research 
and magnificent imagination.

“Well-detailed descriptions carry the reader along.”
—Publishers Weekly

• Print run: 100,000

• From the team that brought us Finding 
Winnie, an even broader imagining of an 
extraordinary story

• Filled with and deep research and details 
drawn from Lindsay Mattick’s family 
archives

The War Outside
by Monica Hesse

It’s 1944, and teenaged Haruko 
and Margot, of Japanese and 
German ancestry, are sent to the 
same internment camp with their 
families. Can these supposed 
“spies” learn to trust each other?

“A powerful, compelling coming-of-age  
story set against the dark and dangerous 

backdrop of World War II.”
—Kristin Hannah, New York Times bestselling author,  

on Girl in the Blue Coat

Two Dark Reigns
The Three Dark Crowns Series, Book 3
by Kendare Blake
Read by Amy Landon

While Arsinoe, Mirabella, and 
Katharine all have their own 
scores to settle, they aren’t the 
only queens stirring things up on 
Fennbirn Island.

“A brutal and inventive fantasy that is as 
addictive as it is horrifying.”

—Marissa Meyer, New York Times bestselling author,  
on Three Dark Crowns

Sex Plus
Learning, Loving, and Enjoying 
Your Body
by Laci Green 
Read by the author

Laci Green brings her signature 
style and voice to a comprehensive 
guide for teens that is not only 
about sex but also about the 
multitude of issues that go along 

with sexuality: from healthy relationships and consent to LGBT 
issues and more. Sex Plus is the first of its kind: empowering, sex-
positive, and cool, an in-touch resource that provides teens with 
all the information they need to make their own decisions.

Buried beneath the  
Baobab Tree
by Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani
Afterword by Viviana Mazza

Based on interviews with young 
women kidnapped by Boko Haram, 
this poignant novel is the story of a 
girl taken from her home in Nigeria 
and her harrowing fight for survival.

“Poignant and powerful, this is a story that will 
be hard for any reader to forget.”

—Booklist (starred review)

Zora and Me:  
The Cursed Ground
The Zora and Me Series, Book 2
by T. R. Simon
Read by Channie Walls

Zora and Carrie discover that the 
town mute can speak after all, but 
this revelation is only the beginning 
of a greater mystery stretching back 
fifty years to a slave girl, Lucia.

“Goose bumps, tears, smiles, and sighs: these were 
the rewards I took away from this exquisite read.”

—Lucy Hurston, niece of Zora Neale Hurston

When Elephants Fly
by Nancy Richardson Fischer

Lily’s odds of inheriting schizophrenia from 
her mother are high. Living a careful life may 
prevent it. But when an internship results in Lily 
witnessing a mother elephant try to kill her calf, 
Lily must choose whether to risk everything on a 
desperate road trip to save the calf’s life.

“Unlike anything I’ve read before in YA…Both a fascinating adventure  
and a stirring coming-of-age novel.”

—Sara Zarr, author of Gem & Dixie

• Print run: 75,000

• Nancy Richardson Fischer writes from 
her experience as as traveling writer for 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus

• Will appeal to fans of Wonder by  
R. J. Palacio and All the Bright Places  
by Jennifer Niven

Merci Suárez Changes 
Gears
by Meg Medina

Merci Suárez is the only scholarship 
student at school. Now she feels 
out-of-place at home too, the last 
to know anything. There’s a lot of 
growing up to be done, and she 
may have to do it alone.

“Medina capably gets to the heart of middle 
school experiences in this engrossing story of  

a kid growing into herself.”
—Booklist (starred review)

Rule
by Ellen Goodlett

Three girls, each guilty of treason. 
But when they are brought to King 
Andros expecting execution, they 
learn he is dying, that they are his 
only living heirs and must compete 
for the chance to rule.

”Rule delivers dazzling magic, suspenseful  
court intrigue, and pulse-pounding surprises.  

A treat for fans of richly layered fantasy!”
—Elly Blake, New York Times bestselling author

Available 9/25/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
(cnd9) 12 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9781338310764 $78.99

Simultaneous Release 9/18/18 • For ages 12–17
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Bears • (cmsn) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146206 $49.99 PLWY 9781549120435 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 9/25/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Historical / Holocaust
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Simultaneous Release 9/25/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Nonfiction / Health & Daily Living /  
Maturing • (cb1k) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538550960 $59.99
MP3-CD 9781538550984 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / People & Places / Africa
(cqtx) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982551421 $59.99
MP3-CD 9781982551445 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / United States / 
African American • (cr79) 5 hours • 5 CDs
LIB-CD 9781978644700 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 9/4/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes / Mental Illness • (cq0g) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982543662 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982543686 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18 • For ages 8–12
Juvenile Fiction / Family / Multigenerational
(cr75) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781978644540 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 9/11/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy / General
(cid9) 10 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781549146237 $100.99
PLWY 9781549120459 $64.99
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The Reckoning
A Novel
by John Grisham

John Grisham returns to Clanton, 
Mississippi, to tell the story of an 
unthinkable murder, the bizarre trial 
that follows it, and its profound and 
lasting effect on the people of Ford 
County.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Grisham’s books books have been published worldwide and translated 
into more than forty languages

• Major national print advertising campaign, including the New York 
Times Book Review

• Major television advertising campaign

• National online interviews, reviews, and blog coverage

“Grisham is a marvelous storyteller who works readers  
the way a good trial lawyer works a jury.”

—Philadelphia Inquirer, praise for the author

Elevation
by Stephen King

In the small town of Castle Rock, 
Maine, unlikely alliances, a foot race, 
and the mystery of Scott Carey’s 
weight loss bring out the best in 
people who have indulged the worst 
in themselves.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• King is the author of more than fifty books, all of them worldwide 
bestsellers

• Author website: StephenKing.com

• Many other books by King are also available

• Email marketing campaign

• Social media campaign

“[Our] most precious renewable resource,  
like Shakespeare in the malleability of his work.”

—Guardian (London), praise for the author

A Spark of Light
A Novel
by Jodi Picoult

A gunman takes a women’s reproductive health 
services clinic hostage. After rushing there, Hugh 
McElroy, a police negotiator, learns his fifteen-
year-old daughter, Wren, is one of the hostages. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• A Spark of Light takes a complex and multi-faceted look inside a terrorist 
assault on an abortion clinic

• Will appeal to fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Barbara Kingsolver

“A courageous and important work.”
—Star Tribune

The Forbidden Door
The Jane Hawk Novels, Book 4
by Dean Koontz
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers

Jane Hawk, rogue FBI agent and the country’s 
number one fugitive, confronts her worst night-
mare when her powerful adversaries threaten the 
most important thing in her world: her young son.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Koontz is active on Facebook with over 1.25 million followers

• Other books in the Jane Hawk series are also available

“Koontz is on another roll with a new series that boasts a juicy 
premise and a compelling star…Pure gold.”

—Booklist (starred review) on The Whispering Room

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense • (cm3t) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525639251 $95.99

Simultaneous Release 10/30/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense • (cl0j) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508260479 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Contemporary Women
(cnd3) 15 hours • 12 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984828095 $95.99

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
(cnm8) 9 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781543627312 $99.99
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The Dead Ringer
The Agatha Raisin Mysteries, Book 29
by M. C. Beaton

When a retired lawyer is suspected of murder, he 
hires Agatha Raisin to clear his name. Only she 
can find the killer—and hopefully a handsome 
man to buy her dinner while she’s at it. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• Beaton’s books have sold over twenty million copies worldwide

• Beaton’s series has received high praise from bestselling authors and major 
publications

“The Agatha Raisin series is my guilty pleasure—it’s full of  
perfectly pitched interest, intrigue, and charm.”

—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

Holy Ghost
The Virgil Flowers Series, Book 11
by John Sandford
Read by Eric Conger

When a dead body shows up in the moribund 
town of Pinion, Minnesota, it’s only the beginning 
of the troubles in store for the mayor and his 
buddy—and for Virgil Flowers.

• New York Times bestselling author

•  John Sandford’s audience grows with each of his novels—and they 
consistently debut at #1 or #2

•  Author website: JohnSandford.org

“One of the very best novels in a superior series.”
—Booklist (starred review)

Consumed
The Firefighters Series, Book 1
by J. R. Ward

Anne finds her new career as an arson investiga-
tor a pale substitute for the adrenaline-fueled life 
she left behind—until she encounters a string of 
suspicious fires setting her beloved city ablaze.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• There are more than fifteen million copies of Ward’s novels in print worldwide

• National advertising

• Comic-Con promotion

“J. R. Ward has always been a must-read for me, but Consumed 
takes it to a whole new level!”

—Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Death Is Not Enough
The Baltimore Series, Book 6
by Karen Rose

Thorne secretly holds a flame for his business 
partner, Gwyn, and he might finally be ready to 
confess his feelings. But his plans are derailed 
when he wakes up in bed with a dead woman.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Karen Rose is a #1 hardcover bestseller in the UK

• Rose won the 2016 Career Achievement Award for Romantic Suspense from 
RT Book Reviews

“An emotionally charged thrill ride.”
—Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Times bestselling author,  

on Monster in the Closet

Desperate Measures
by Stuart Woods
Read by Tony Roberts

Stone Barrington is ready for anything—and up 
against a problem that could cost him everything—
in the newest thriller from perennial fan favorite and 
#1 New York Times—bestselling author Stuart Woods.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Stone Barrington remains Stuart’s most consistently popular series character

• Stuart Woods’ thrillers are packed with swift action, racy characters, and 
crackling dialogue

“Woods creates another action-packed thriller for his readers  
to devour, with plenty of interesting twists and turns.”

—Booklist

Brief Answers to the Big Questions
by Stephen Hawking

The world-famous cosmologist and #1 bestselling 
author of A Brief History of Time leaves us with 
his final thoughts on the universe’s biggest 
questions in this brilliant posthumous work. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

•  Hawking’s A Brief History of Time has sold nearly ten million copies 

• With a famous sense of humor and brilliant mind, Hawking was well known 
for making science comprehensible and compelling to everyone

“[Hawking] can explain the complexities of cosmological physics 
with an engaging combination of clarity and wit…His is a brain of 

extraordinary power.”
—New York Review of Books, praise for the author

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Cozy
(c9kt) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538451793 $90.00 MP3-CD 9781538451816 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Crime
(cl0u) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525634331 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary
(cq4b) 11 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508267423 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Thrillers
(colq) 21.5 hours • 17 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
LIB-CD 9781982523596 $123.00 MP3-CD 9781982523619 $44.95

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Fiction / Action & Adventure
(cktn) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525643142 $78.99

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Science / Cosmology
(cran) 4 hours • 4 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984844613 $70.99
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Killing Commendatore
A Novel
by Haruki Murakami
Translated by Philip Gabriel and Ted Goossen

Killing Commendatore is an epic tour de force of love 
and loneliness, war and art, and a stunning work of 
imagination from one of our greatest writers.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Murakami’s work has been translated into more than fifty languages

• A perennial favorite for the Nobel Prize, Murakami is “a cultural force unto 
himself” (AV Club)

• Murakami’s Facebook fan page has more than 1.2 million fans

“An insistently metaphysical mind-bender.”
—New Yorker on Kafka on the Shore

Almost Everything
Notes on Hope
by Anne Lamott

Despair surrounds us: in the headlines, in our 
families, and in ourselves. Lamott calls for all of us 
to rediscover the nuggets of hope that are buried 
in us that will make tomorrow better than today.

• New York Times bestselling author

• By writing so clearly and honestly about hope, Lamott once again has found  
a topic that resonates with listeners

• Academic marketing and library promotions

“I keep learning a lot from the clear and great Annie Lamott.  
I think you will, too.”

—Gloria Steinem, praise for the author

The White Darkness
by David Grann

Henry Worsley was a British special forces officer 
obsessed with polar explorer Ernest Shackleton. 
So at age 55, Worsley bid farewell to his family 
and tried to walk across Antarctica alone.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The Lost City of Z, an Amazonian companion to The White Darkness, has sold 
over 800,000 copies across all formats

• Polar exploration is a fan favorite subject and with Henry Worsley it gets a 
modern mascot with a swagger that every listener can root for

“The best book of the year so far.”
—Entertainment Weekly on Killers of the Flower Moon

The Witch Elm
A Novel
by Tana French

Toby’s carefree outlook changes when he almost 
loses his life. When he goes to his ancestral home 
to take care of his dying uncle and himself, a skull 
in the garden reveals secrets of Toby’s past.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Tana French has won numerous awards, including the Edgar, Anthony, 
Macavity, and Barry Awards

• French is active on Facebook with over 26,000 followers

“Tana French’s mysteries are like big old trees: the deeper their 
roots, the more luxurious the foliage they wave in your face.”

—New York Times Book Review on Faithful Place

Family Trust
A Novel
by Kathy Wang

As Stanley Huang slowly dies from terminal can-
cer, his family is thrown into turmoil. His children, 
their mother, and his new wife all wonder what 
will happen to the fortune he claims to have. 

• Combined print run: 205,000

• Family Trust skewers the tech culture with a sharp and knowing eye and offers 
a bird’s eye view of this fabled world and its wealthy and driven denizens

• Author website: FeatherFactor.com

• Social networking campaign, including Facebook Live event

• Outreach to book bloggers

• Library marketing, including galley mailings

You Are a Badass Every Day
by Jen Sincero

For anyone who has ever had trouble staying on 
track while trailblazing towards badassery, You 
Are a Badass Every Day is the companion to keep 
you fresh, grateful, scrappy, and driven.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• With almost two million total copies sold, the Badass brand has captured the 
hearts and minds of readers

• Sincero’s sell-out events and strong social media following show that her fans 
are hungry for more

“All around badass Jen Sincero isn’t finished trying to help you live 
your most awesome life.”

—Bustle on You Are a Badass at Making Money

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Literary
(cmep) 21 hours • 18 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525524991 $119.99

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Body, Mind & Spirit / Inspiration & Personal Growth
(cndf) 5 hours • 4 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525640516 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 10/30/18
History / Polar Regions
(cqib) 4 hours • 4 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984840158 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
(cpjg) 20 hours • 18 CDs
LIB-CD 9781984837981 $111.99

Simultaneous Release 10/30/18
Fiction / Literary
(cifc) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982552411 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982552435 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 10/30/18
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
(cqia) 10 hours • 9 CDs 
LIB-CD 9781984839558 $86.99
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A Map of Days
The Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Series, Book 4
by Ransom Riggs

Jacob Portman and his friends are thrust into the 
untamed landscape of American peculiardom—a 
world with few ymbrynes, or rules—that none of 
them understand.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• With more than nine million copies sold around the world, Miss Peregrine’s 
Peculiar Children has been one of the hottest series on the market for years

• This new arc, set in America and packed with brand-new secrets, is a perfect 
entry point for newer Peculiar Children fans

“Readers searching for the next Harry Potter may want to visit  
Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children.”

—CNN, praise for the series

Blood Communion
A Tale of Prince Lestat
The Vampire Chronicles, Book 13
by Anne Rice
Read by Eric Shaw Quinn

In this spellbinding novel, Lestat, rebel outlaw, 
addresses the tribe of vampires, directly, intimately, 
passionately, and tells the riveting story of the 
formation of the Blood Communion.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The Vampire Chronicles have sold more than twenty-six million copies

• Brings together the beings of the Vampire Chronicles and opens up to us a 
new realm in the cosmology of the undead

“A marvelous, innovative, and literate tale.”
—Library Journal on Interview with a Vampire

The Last Sword Maker
The Course of Empire Series, Book 1
by Brian Nelson

An American spy learns the Chinese are testing a 
weapon in Tibet—one that kills based on genetic 
traits and could tip the global balance of power. 
The US must scramble to catch up before it is too 
late.

• The Silence and the Scorpion was named one of the Best Books of 2009  
by the Economist

• The Last Sword Maker has received rave reviews from Nelson’s peers

• Author website: BrianAndrewNelson.com

“Fast-paced…Engaging.”
—Kirkus Reviews on The Silence and the Scorpion

100 Fathoms Below
by Steven L. Kent and Nicholas Kaufmann

USS Roanoke is sent to patrol waters outside the 
Soviet Union’s largest submarine base. But when 
Roanoke‘s power goes out, it becomes clear that 
enemies aren’t just on the outside of the vessel.

• Nicholas Kaufmann has been nominated for a Bram Stoker Award, a Thriller 
Award, and a Shirley Jackson Award

• Steven Kent has written for Wired, Boy’s Life, Rolling Stone, MSNBC, and 
numerous other publications

• Will appeal to fans of World War Z by Max Brooks, and NOS4A2 by Joe Hill

“An honest, engaging protagonist and thoughtful narrator,  
and Kent is a skillful storyteller.”

—Sci Fi Weekly on The Clone Elite by Steven L. Kent

Alaskan Holiday
A Novel
by Debbie Macomber

Josie, a successful Seattle chef, takes a job in the 
Alaskan wilderness. She thinks it’s temporary, but 
there’s something about craftsman Palmer Saxon 
that may make her want to stick around. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• More than two hundred million copies of Debbie Macomber’s books have 
been sold worldwide

• Macomber’s bestselling Cedar Cove series was adapted into a Hallmark 
Channel original television series

“No one tugs at readers’ heartstrings  
quite as effectively as Macomber.”

—Chicago Tribune

Shook One
Anxiety Playing Tricks on Me
by Charlamagne Tha God

Being “shook” is more than a rap lyric for 
Charlamagne, it’s his mission to overcome—and 
to clear a path for others to deal openly with their 
mental health.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Charlamagne’s point of view and provocative celebrity interviews help drive 
the daily national conversation about issues related to hip-hop, race, society, 
and politics

• Also available: Black Privilege

“I was impressed by his real desire to be relevant and his  
genuine yearning to leave meaningful footprints.”

—Steve Harvey, praise for the author

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18 • For ages 12–17
Young Adult Fiction / Paranormal, Occult & Supernatural
(conj) 11 hours • 9 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525492207 $111.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Occult & Supernatural
(cjyg) 11 hours • 9 CDs 
LIB-CD 9780525643081 $86.99

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Technological
(cb8w) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538479209 $118.00 MP3-CD 9781538479223 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Horror
(ccow) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538503010 $100.00 MP3-CD 9781538503034 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary
(cic8) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525491699 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
(cqpv) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508258650 $70.99
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The Mamba Mentality
How I Play
by Kobe Bryant
Introduction by Phil Jackson | Foreword by Pau Gasol
Read by the author

Basketball superstar Kobe Bryant reveals his 
famously detailed approach and the steps he took 
to prepare mentally and physically to not just 
succeed at the game, but to excel.

• Bryant is an internationally celebrated basketball star with a huge fan base

• National television, NPR, print, and online interviews

• National broadcast, print, and digital sports media coverage

• Major publication week events in Los Angeles

• Major email, web, and social media advertising 

When We Were Young
A Novel
The Baxter Family Series
by Karen Kingsbury

Married couple Noah and Emily have decided to 
call it quits, and Noah is leaving in the morning. 
Emily’s friend Kari prays for a miracle. But deep 
inside, Kari knows she needs a miracle herself. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• National author publicity

• Author appearances

“Uplifting…Will satisfy Kingsbury fans, old and new.”
—Publishers Weekly on A Baxter Family Christmas

Deep Silence
The Joe Ledger Series, Book 12
by Jonathan Maberry

Terrorists have created a weapon that can induce 
earthquakes and cause volcanoes to erupt. Joe 
Ledger must stop them before they ignite the 
Yellowstone caldera, the super-volcano that could 
destroy America.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Jonathan Maberry is the winner of five Bram Stoker Awards

• Maberry is active on Twitter and Facebook, with over 100,000 followers combined

• Other books in the Joe Ledger series are also available

“High-octane excitement from beginning to end.”
—David Morrell, New York Times bestselling author, on Patient Zero

Not Quite over You
The Happily, Inc. Series, Book 4
by Susan Mallery

When Drew Lovato’s ex Silver Tesdal is turned 
down for a loan, he sees an opportunity to 
finance her idea while winning back her trust. But 
Silver has a secret that could risk his devotion.

• Print run: 800,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Susan Mallery is active on Facebook and Twitter with over 130,000 followers

• Will appeal to fans of Nora Roberts, Robyn Carr, and Sherryl Woods

“This insightful, laughter-laced story fairly crackles with sexual 
tension…Heartwarming and memorable.”

—Publishers Weekly on Daughters of the Bride

The Hollow of Fear
The Lady Sherlock Series, Book 3
by Sherry Thomas

Charlotte Holmes, the indomitable Lady Sherlock, 
is back. This time, with the help of the capable 
Mrs. Watson, Charlotte is determined to clear the 
name of a dear friend accused of murder. 

• USA Today bestselling author and two-time winner of the Rita Award

• The first book in the series, A Study in Scarlet Women, was named a Best Book 
of 2016 by both Kirkus Reviews and NPR

• A Conspiracy in Belgravia, the second in the series, received a starred review 
from Library Journal and was named a Best Book of 2017 by NPR

“A must-read for fans of historical mysteries.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on A Study in Scarlet Women

The Truth about Aaron
by Jonathan Hernandez

In this emotionally devastating biography, Jona-
than Hernandez speaks out about the tragic life 
and death of his brother Aaron Hernandez, the 
New England Patriots star convicted of murder.

• Print run: 50,000

• Every revelation about the Aaron Hernandez story makes headlines

• Breaks news about Hernandez’s time in jail, his sexuality, and his crimes

• The issue of brain injuries in the NFL continues to rock the sport, its fans,  
and its critics

• Jonathan Hernandez is the de facto family spokesperson and will reveal inside 
stories that have never before been told

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Sports & Recreation / Basketball
(crk3) 3 hours • 3 CDs
LIB-CD 9781250212719 $54.99

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Fiction / Christian / Romance
(cm35) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508252511 $70.99

Simultaneous Release 10/30/18
Fiction / Thrillers
(cmv1) 17 hours • 14 CDs
LIB-CD 9781250312129 $131.99

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary
(cpzq) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982542856 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982542870 $39.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
(c1ab) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD LIB-CD 9781504759137 $100.00  
MP3-CD 9781504759151 $29.95 PLWY 9781982574185 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Biography & Autobiography / Sports
(cnlw) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781982554873 $59.99 MP3-CD 9781982554897 $39.99
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Unsheltered
A Novel
by Barbara Kingsolver

Unsheltered is the story of two families, in two 
centuries, who live at the corner of Sixth and 
Plum, as they navigate the challenges of surviv-
ing a world in the throes of major cultural shifts.

• Print run: 500,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Unsheltered touches on some of our most pressing societal issues and addresses 
the uncertainty and unease currently felt across the country over dramatic issues

“Kingsolver delivers literary fiction that conveys  
an urgent social message.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Flight Behavior

Go Find
My Journey to Find the Lost—and Myself
by Susan Purvis
Read by the author

When Susan learns about avalanches that bury 
people without warning, she challenges herself: 
“What if I teach a dog to save lives?” This quest 
propels her to train the best possible search dog.

• BookExpo and Indie Bookseller show appearances

• National radio tour

• Major reviews and media coverage

“A great read for explorers and armchair explorers alike.”
—Richard Wiese, president of the Explorers Club  

and host of the Emmy Award–winning Born to Explore

My Love Story
A Memoir
by Tina Turner

Tina Turner—the long-reigning queen of rock & 
roll and living legend—sets the record straight 
about her illustrious career and complicated 
personal life in this eye-opening and compelling 
memoir.

• Tina Turner has sold more concert tickets than any other solo music  
performer in history

• Will appeal to fans of Simple Dreams by Linda Ronstadt and From This Moment 
On by Shania Twain

• National author publicity

• National print review and feature campaign

• National advertising campaign

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told
An Oral History
by Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman
Read by the authors

Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman at last reveal 
the story behind their epic romance, providing 
the secrets and antics that have kept their eigh-
teen-year-long relationship strong.

• Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman’s marriage has been celebrated in 
numerous publications, and this book will at last reveal their full story

• Mullally has won two Primetime Emmy Awards and four Screen Actors Guild 
Awards

• Offerman won a Television Critics Association Award for his work on NBC’s 
Parks and Recreation

• Offerman is active on Twitter with over 1.66 million followers

We, the Jury
by Robert Rotstein

David Sullinger buried an ax in his wife’s skull. 
Now, eight jurors must decide whether David 
committed premeditated murder—or was he 
a battered spouse who killed his wife in self-
defense?

• Robert Rotstein has received high praise from New York Times bestselling 
authors and starred reviews from major publications

• Author website: RobertRotstein.com

• Rotstein has over thirty years’ experience as an entertainment attorney

“Whatever you read legal drama for, it’s here, along with a whole 
lot of other stuff you never thought to ask for.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Reckless Disregard

The Next Person You Meet in 
Heaven
The Sequel to The Five People You Meet in Heaven
by Mitch Albom

Mitch Albom tells the story of Eddie’s heavenly 
reunion with Annie—the little girl he saved on 
earth—in an unforgettable novel of how our lives 
and losses intersect.

• Print run: 2,000,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Tuesdays with Morrie is the best-selling memoir of all time

• National media, radio, print, online, and podcast campaign

“A sweet book that makes you smile.”
—Booklist on The Five People You Meet in Heaven

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Fiction / Literary
(cif0) 16 hours • 13 CDs
LIB-CD 9780062865663 $99.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
(c9wu) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538460146 $105.00 MP3-CD 9781538460160 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 10/16/18
Biography & Autobiography / Composers & Musicians
(csb2) 8 hours • 7 CDs
LIB-CD 9781508276708 $49.99

Simultaneous Release 10/2/18
Biography & Autobiography / Entertainment & Performing Arts
(cndg) 11 hours • 10 CDs
LIB-CD 9780525641896 $95.99

Simultaneous Release 10/23/18
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological
(ccoz) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
LIB-CD 9781538503225 $90.00 MP3-CD 9781538503249 $29.95

Simultaneous Release 10/9/18
Fiction / Visionary & Metaphysical
(cifl) 10 hours • 8 CDs
LIB-CD 9780062866677 $54.99
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